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STATE OF NEW MEXICO
ENERGY, MINERALS AND NATURAL RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
Mining and Minerals Division
1220 St. Francis St.
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
Telephone: (505) 476-3400
MINING INSPECTION REPORT

Name of Operator:

United Nuclear Corporation (UNC)

Name of Mine: Anne-Lee and John-Bill Mines
Address:

P.O. Box 3077, Gallup, NM 87305

Permit Number:

MK027PR and MK028PR

Commodity: Prior Reclamation Uranium Sites X SURFACE

-

UNDERGROUND

11-15-2007

Date of Inspection:
Time of On-Site Inspection:

10:30 ~15:30

Weather Conditions: ~55° to 65°F, cool/mild, dry, mostly clear, breezy
Purpose of Inspection: Re-Vegetation Success Monitoring & Prior Reclamation Inspection
Holland Shepherd - MMD

Lead Inspector:

Present During Inspection: MMD: Holland Shepherd, James Hollen , Susan Lucas-Kamat;
UNC: Larry Bush + one field staff
ENFORCEMENT ACTION TAKEN: None
NOTICE OF VIOLATION: #
YES:
CESSATION ORDER:
Time: On-Site:

5

Permit Review:

TOTAL INSPECTION TIME: 15

NO:
- YES:
-

2

X
NO: X

Travel:_6_ Report Writing:_g

HOURS

NOTES:
Both of the reclaimed uranium mine sites, Anne-Lee and John-Bill, are situated within the
Ambrosia Lake Mining District, located approx. 20 miles north-northwest of Grants off
State Rd. 509 in McKinley County, New Mexico.
A series of locked gates require access permission obtained through UNC. A high
clearance , 4WD vehicle is required when surface conditions are wet or snow covered.
Anne-Lee Mine: (T 14 N, R 9 W , Sec. 27, N.M.P.M.)
John-Bill Mine: (T 14 N, R 9 W , Sec. 34, N.M.P.M.)
U.S.G.S. 7.5' Series Quadrangle Map: Ambrosia Lake

INSPECTION REPORT
11-15-07
Anne-Lee Mine- MK027PR
John-Bill Mine - MK028PR
PERMIT UPDATE:
July 16, 1993, June 21 & 29, 1994 - UNC submits information to MMD identifying mining
operations pursuant to requirements of Section 5D of the 1993 NM Mining Act.
August 25, 1994 - MMD advises UNC that a deadline for filing site assessments of identified sites
had passed on June 30, 1994 and that in order for UNC to come into compliance with the NMMA,
UNC would be required to either complete site assessments for each of the identified properties,
or provide written documentation that UNC is not the responsible party for these sites, or submit
application to MMD for consideration of prior reclamation.
August 26, 1994 - UNC submits application to MMD requesting inspection of the Anne-Lee and
John-Bill Sites for release from the requirements of the NMMA for Prior Reclamation completed.
October 19, 1994 - UNC states in a letter to MMD that the identified sites should be considered
as abandoned mines and therefore, are not subject to the Act, and while they do not object to
evaluating the identified sites for prior reclamation, UNC states further that, they believe that they
have no obligation to comply with permitting or any other regulatory requirements of the NMMA for
the identified mines.
November 15, 1994 - MMD states that while it disagrees with UNC's determination that the
identified properties should be excluded from the Act, MMD approves UNC request to evaluate
the Anne-Lee and John-Bill sites for Prior Reclamation completed.
August 3, 1995 - MMD Report on July 13, 1995 Anne-Lee and John-Bill Site Inspections.
September 29,1995 - MMD determines that Prior Reclamation measures completed at the AnneLee and John-Bill sites do not satisfy the requirements of the NMMA. MMD informs UNC that it
may either apply for a Variance from the requirements of the NMMA, or submit to MMD, a permit
application and Closeout Plan for an Existing Mining Operation.
November 29, 1995 - UNC petitions the MMD determination and appeals to the NM Mining
Commission .
April 29, 1997 - The NM Mining Commission dismisses UNC's appeal without prejudice.
May 29, 1997 - UNC advises the Commission it would dismiss the 1995 petition and seek
Variance from MMD.
June 3, 1997 - UNC applied to MMD for Variance from Prior Reclamation requirements and
extend compliance period by two growing seasons before MMD determination of compliance.
MMD granted UNC a variance through CY 1998 to extend compliance period with the NMMA.
May 25,1999 - MMD determines that, through results of site inspections completed in Fall 1998,
the Anne-Lee and John-Bill Sites continue to fail in meeting prior reclamation criteria for release

from NMMA and must be permitted as an Existing Mining Operation.
MMD extends UNC's 1998 Variance through CY 2000.
UNC's Variance expired in 2000 and since, UNC has failed to permit the Anne-Lee and John Bill
Sites which have been determined by MMD to qualify as existing mines under NMSA 1978,
Section 69-36-3 (E).
2007 - MMD conducts a review of previously active uranium mine sites in New Mexico, including
UNC's Anne-Lee and John-Bill Sites.
June 15, 2007 - MMD informs UNC that the permitting compliance issues must be finally resolved
either by conducting current site inspections to determine compliance with the Act, or by MMD
filing motion with the NM Mining Commission requesting dismissal of UNC's appeal for nonprosecution.
July 10, 2007 - UNC agrees to allow MMD access to the Anne-Lee and John-Bill sites for
inspection.
November 15, 2007 - Site Inspections completed by MMD at the Anne-Lee and John-Bill sites.
Evaluation of data is ongoing and compliance determinations are pending from MMD.

INSPECTION NARRATIVE:

The site inspections were arranged by MMD through Larry Bush of UNC. MMD personnel met
Larry Bush and one other UNC field staffer in Grants, and then followed Larry to the Ambrosia
Lake District. In addition to observing the current status of each of the reclaimed sites for overall
integrity and erosional stability, the purpose of the site inspections was to conduct vegetation
monitoring and sampling transects to observe progress and determine success of ongoing revegetation efforts carried out at each site. Initial site re-vegetation efforts have failed to meet
success criteria for release under prior reclamation and results from vegetative sampling
conducted by MMD during the last site inspections completed in summer of 1995 indicated that,
neither the Anne Lee site, nor the John Bill site, had reached required plant density or species
diversity for release from the NMMA. The surfaces of both sites were highly erodible and very dry
and according to Larry, the general area had not received any significant or measurable
precipitation in over two months.
The Anne-Lee Mine consists of a reclaimed , concrete-plugged and buried mine shaft feature
situated within an area approximately 1/10 acre in size. While the immediate area of the
reclaimed shaft was re-seeded in 1994, prior to that, the surrounding area associated with the
Anne-Lee Mine was reclaimed in the early 90's as part of the UMTRCA Title 1 reclamation
completed by the DOE. The feature consists of a roughly square shaped, mound-like expression ,
rising approximately 20' above the surrounding land surface. A sealed, underground mine vent
shaft feature and a groundwater monitoring well are also present in the immediate area and GPS
locations of these features were acquired. Moderately steep outslopes extend some 40' to 60'
outward from a slightly depressed and undulating , but generally flat, top-surface. Only the top
surface of the feature is fenced to exclude cattle from grazing in the area and to protect the revegetation and reclamation aspects of the site from erosion issues and unauthorized grazing.
Cattle activity along the unfenced outslopes of the feature have impacted existing vegetation and
disturbed the surface soils creating potential erosion problems although no immediate erosion
issues were observed. Although Larry Bush indicated that the shaft has settled and subsided on

numerous occasions over the years, it appeared stable during the inspection and Larry indicated
that it had been stable for several years now. Larry mentioned that some of the reasons for such
difficulty in attaining re-vegetation success standards at this site were partially due to settling
within the buried shaft feature causing subsidence and collapse at the surface. The subsidence
activity would require UNG to import fill to cover and re-contour the collapsed areas to original
conditions. According to Larry, each collapse would drastically disturb and re-work the existing
surface soils and any established vegetation growing on the site and setback UNG's reclamation
and re-vegetation efforts.
Bioturbation through rodent activity within surface soils is also abundantly evident throughout the
top surface and outslopes of the mound feature and has also contributed to the overall difficulties
in establishing well-stabilized surfaces necessary for successful re-vegetation of the site. The
heaviest biorturbation was observed along the northwest corner of the mound feature where
vegetation was sparse and rodents have reworked surface soils and redistributed subsurface soils
onto the surface of the mound feature by tunneling and excavating in this area. At this location
(NW corner) gamma radiation levels were detected as being slightly elevated and above normal
background gamma radiation levels, probably associated with this bioturbation activity.
Background gamma radiation levels measured randomly throughout the surface of the Anne-Lee
Site ranged from 6- 11 µR/hr.
Larry indicated that prior reclamation work completed in the area by the DOE, scraped and
removed most of the original post-mining topsoil surfaces of the surrounding area. He said that
during active underground mining, no mined material had been dumped or stockpiled at the AnneLee location and the only purpose for this site was for use as an ore load-out shaft associated with
the underground Sandstone Mine. Uranium ore was hoisted from the mine to the surface at this
location using a head-frame hoist (removed). Ore was then hauled away from this location in haul
trucks .
Two 50' vegetation transect surveys were completed in one-foot sampling intervals across the top
surface of the mound feature from corner to corner. GPS coordinates were acquired at each of
the locations designating the point of beginning and ending for both transects. The occurrence of
grasses, forbs and shrub species, as well as, bare-ground and surface plant litter were recorded
at each one-foot interval of the taped transect. Vegetation is mostly dormant, very sparsely
distributed throughout the site and consists predominantly of Russian thistle and snakeweed.
Also observed were four wing saltbrush, rubber rabbitbush, purple aster, alkali sacaton, western
wheatgrass, and Indian rice grass. Larry indicated during the inspection that UNG would
voluntarily re-seed the Anne-Lee reclamation area and that if MMD could provide him with an
approved seed-mix and application rates , UNG would attempt to re-seed the reclamation area of
the Anne-Lee in spring 2008.
The John-Bill Mine consists of reclaimed area of approximately 4 acres in size, and like the AnneLee site, is also a plugged and buried mineshaft feature initially reclaimed and seeded in 1994.
Aside from an abandoned, wooden-framed electrical substation structure existing on site, no open
shaft or any other mine related features are visible and the area is flat to gently undulating. Larry
remarked that because of the failure of several previous re-vegetation attempts, the John-Bill site
had been re-seeded 3 times subsequent to their initial reclamation efforts. A division is visible in
the immediate vicinity surrounding the site clearly delineating the existing dominant vegetation
(Russian thistle) from the vegetation present within the reclaimed area of the John-Bill site.
Although the reclamation area of the John-Bill is also dominated by invasive Russian thistle and
snakeweed, also observed within the reclamation area were well-established stands of native
vegetation . As observed on the Anne-Lee site, a similar vegetation community exists at the JohnBill site. Notably different at the John-Bill , was the abundance of winterfat within the vegetative

community.
GPS coordinates were acquired at each of the locations designating the point of beginning and
ending for both transects completed on the John-Bill site. The vegetation transect surveys
completed at the John-Bill site were randomly generated and established by utilizing the same
sampling grid and methodologies established during previous vegetation transect surveys
completed in October 1998.
Because no vegetation reference area exists for either the Anne-Lee or the John-Bill sites, by
which to judge whether the sites allow for designation as a self-sustaining ecosystem pursuant to
the Act, the reference standard used for comparison by MMD in this case , is the NRCS Range
Site Description for this area designated by the NRCS as WP-2, Sandy. Further statistical
analyses using the quantitative results obtained from each vegetation transect survey completed
on both sites will be required to determine whether the average percent cover values for each site
have been attained and meet re-vegetation success criteria for release from the Act.
Upon completion of the vegetation transect surveys of the John-Bill; MMD concluded the site
inspection by briefly discussing with Larry, the path forward. MMD indicated that based on lack of
vegetation and overall poor field conditions observed at the Anne-Lee reclamation , release based
on prior reclamation for this site was unlikely and that at minimum, the site would need re-seeding.
MMD indicated that because the John-Bill site exhibited more successfully established revegetation conditions, results of pending statistical analysis of the transect data would have to be
completed prior to MMD's determination of compliance with the Act.
ACTION ITEMS:

Complete statistical analysis of data obtained from vegetation transect surveys.
Recommend a seed-mix suitable for UNC to utilize in future re-vegetation efforts at the Anne-Lee
Site.
Determine compliance with the Act.
PHOTOS:

Photos taken during this field inspection can be found archived at the following location:
L:\MARP\PriorReclamation
MAINTENANCE ITEMS:

Recommend that UNC extend fencing to include outslopes of the mound feature and exclude
cattle from all reclaimed areas at the Anne-Lee Site. Fencing should be in accordance with
NMDG&F Fencing Guidelines.
Recommend that UNC reseed the entire Anne-Lee reclamation area. The area should be
mulched and re-seeded by hand broadcasting and raking an approved seed-mix into the surface.
A recommended seed mix consisting of grasses and forbs, as well as, the suggested rates of
application are specified below in lbs. pure live seed (PLS) per acre (lbs.lac.) :
Blue Grama - Hatchita 1.0
Crested Wheat Grass 5.0
Western Wheat Grass 2.5

Indian Rice Grass 1.0
Alkali Sacaton .5
Sand Dropseed 1.5
W interfat ??

ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS TAKEN OR TO BE CONSIDERED:

Utilize results of the November 2007 Site Inspections to determine compliance or necessary steps
for UNC to complete in order to obtain compliance with the Act.
UNC should provide MMD with a plan for moving fo rward in resolving compliance issues related
to these sites pursuant to the Act, and provide a reclamation plan that includes a schedule of
proposed activities.
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NEW MEXICO ENERGY, MINERALS and
NATURAL RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
Bill Brancard

Bill Richardson

Director

Governor

Joanna Prukop

Mining and Minerals Division

Cabinet Secretary

August 22, 2007

Larry Bush
United Nuclear Corporation
UNC Holdings 2
P.O. Box 3077
Gallup, NM 87305

RE: Response to United Nuclear Corporation Letter Dated July 10, 2007, Concerning,
Prior eclamation Sites, Anne-Lee Mine, John-Bill Mine, and Sandstone Mine, MK027PR,
MK028PR, and MK029PR
Dear Mr. Bush:
Thank you for your, July 10, 2007 letter, responding to the Mining and Minerals Division's
(MMD) letter, dated June 15, 2007. Your letter addressed the prior reclamation status of the
three mines identified above.
Your letter indicates that the Sandstone Mine was already released by MMD. You attached a
letter dated May 25, 1999, indicating that MMD did identify the Sandstone Mine, as eligible for
prior reclamation release. MMD agrees with this finding and appreciates your review of our files
to locate this document.
We would like to follow-up on your invitation to inspect the John Bill and Anne-Lee mine sites
to determine their condition and status. MMD wi ll be contacting you di rec tl y to set up
inspection dates for these two sites .
MMD wi ll refrai n from fi ling its dismissal motion, before the Mining Commission, pending the
opportu nity to inspect the two si tes for comp liance under the New Mexico Mining Act.

Mining a nd Minerals Di vis io n * I 220 South St. Francis Drive * Santa Fe , New Mexico 87505
* P ho ne: (505 ) 476-3400 * Fax (505) 476-3402* http://www .em nrd .swte .nm.us

RE:
Response to United Nuclear Corporation Letter Dated July 10, 2007, Concerning , Prior
Reclamation Sites, Anne-Lee Mine, John-Bill Mine, and Sandstone Mine, MK027PR, MK028PR, and
MK029PR

August 22, 2007

Page 2

Please feel free to call me at 505-476-3437, if you wish to discuss this matter further.

~~
7

Holland Shepherd
Program Manager
Mining Act Reclamation program

Attachments
cc:

Karen Garcia, Chief, Mine Reclamation Bureau
Roy Blickwedel, Remedial Project Manager, General Electric
Prior Reclamation Site Files Nos: MK026PR, MK027PR, and MK028PR
Bill Olson, GWQB/NMED

•

(

RECt: IVElJ
Roy Blickwedel
MARP
Remedial Project Mone ger
Corporate Environmen ol Programs
GE
640 Freedom Business center
King of Prussia, PA 191 >06

JUL I O 2007

MINING & MINf:RALS DIVISION

Holland Shepherd
Program Manager
Mining Act Reclamation Program
Mining and Minerals Division
1220 South St. Francis Drive
Santo Fe, NM 87505

T 610 992 7935
F 610 992 7898
roy.blickwedel@corporote.ge.com

July 10. 2007
Dear Holland:
We are responding to your June 15. 2007 letter that seeks permission to inspect three former UNC
mines in the Ambrosia Lake District . As of September 1997 United Nuclear Corporation (UNC)
become a wholly-owned, indirect subsidiary of the General Electric Company. GE Corporate
Environmental Programs hos been retained through a separate administrative services agreement
to assist United Nuclear both technically and administratively with environmental issues at its New
Mexico mine sites.
We have recently undertaken a file review of MM D's files to complete the history of activities at the
three mines that you summarized in your June 15, 2007 letter. Based upon our review, UNC believes
that the Sandstone Mine was already released from the conditions that you specified in your letter
(see attached letter from MMD dated May 25, 1999). The May 25, 1999 correspondence was not
presented in your letter. We therefore expect that only Ann Lee and John Bill mines are the relevant
subjects of your request for inspection. While we have not fully completed our'review of the MMD's ·
files, we hove not yet uncovered any documentation that a final inspection was performed following
UNC's second effort to re-establish vegetation at Ann Lee and John Bill. We agree that a return
inspection of Ann Lee and John Bill should be performed.
With respect to the Ann Lee Mine, your June 15, 2007 letter does not indicate that the majority of the
Ann Lee Mine was reclaimed by the Department of Energy (DOE) as a vicinity property when it
completed the UMTRCA Title 1 closure of the Philips Mill. The only remaining parcel, apparently in
question as to the acceptability of prior reclamation, is the approximately one-half acre, fenced
parcel that contains the mine pad. UNC expects that it is this fenced-in parcel that MMD considers
to be in need of an inspection.
UNC agrees to grant MMD a right of entry to each of the two mines for the purpose of conducting an
inspection, and further agrees to cooperate with any specific information requests that MMD may
have, provided that the information exists. It is my understanding that UNC owns all of the property
that contains the John Bill mine, and that all of the Anne Lee mine (except for a small, UNC-owned,
fenced-in area immediately surrounding the shaft) was reclaimed as part of the vicinity closure of
the Philips Mill by the Deportment of Energy. It is also our understanding that the only remaining
requirements at Anne Lee and John Bill are to re-inspect the revegetation work that hod been
carried out following the initial seeding which did not attain the required plant density due to the
drought conditions in existence at the time.

We respectfully request that MMD refrain from filing the motion to dismiss UNC's appeal pending the
opportunity to inspect the two remaining mines. Please call Lorry Bush or me at your convenience
to schedule the inspections, and to provide other information that MMD needs to complete the
releases for Ann Lee and John Bill.

( -

Sincerely,

&f~U
Roy BTrckwedel
Remedial Project Manager
Corporate Environmental Programs
cc

Larry Bush
Kirk Madarlane
Jonlndall

(

MINING AND MINERALS OIVI.SION
20~0 .South Pacheco Street
S2nu1 F•. New M•zlco 87505
(50S1 827°5170

( -~ - NEW MEXICO ENERGY, MINERALS
~ & NATURAL RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

~~~===================
Douglas M. Btand

Jennifer A. Salisbury

DMSION OIREeT'OR

CABINET S~CRETARY

·May 25, 1999
Larry Bush
United Nuclear Corporation
P.O.Box 3077
Gallup, NM 87305
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!

CG ~viE,!'.\.U . ET AL
·-- - · . ·-- -·--·- ... --- ---·-·-·

RE: .. . Determination of Release of Prior Reclamation Sites, Ann Lee, John Bill, and
Sandstone

Dear Mr. Bush
In accordance with New Mexico Mining Act (NMMA) § 69-36-7-U, and§ 510.A of the
NMMA Rules (Rules) the Mining and Minerals Division has made a decision regarding
release of the above sites from further requirements of the NM Mining Act.

(

In order for a site to be released from further requirements of the NMMA under prior
reclamation, the standards set in the NMMA Rules § 510.A must be met. The Rule
states, "The director shall release the owner or operator from further requirements of the
Act and of this part if, after an inspection of the reclaimed areas, he determines that the
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the Act and the substantive
requirements for reclamation pursuant to this part.." The substantive requiremen~ for
reclamation in Part 5 of the Rules in part can be found in § 506.J.3. which states, "the
work to be done will reclaim disturbed areas within the permit area to a -condition that
allows for re-establishment of a self-sustaining ecosystem on the permit area following
closure, appropriate for the life zone of the surrounding area."
The abo:ve mentioned sites were inspected in the summer of 1995, after they had been
seeded in 1994. It was clear at that time that they' could not meet the release criteria after
just one growing season. United Nuclear applied for a variance in order to allow more
time to realize results of the reclamation efforts. A variance was granted through the end
of 1998 with the condition that MMD would re-inspect the sites at the end of the growing
season in 1998. All three sites were inspected with vegetative sampling conducted in
October 1998 (see attached Inspection Report). A representative from UNC was present
for all inspections.
The vegetative sampling conducted during these inspections were carried out in
accordance with accepted sampling methodologies. In the event there are no nearby
reference areas in which to compare sampling results, technical standards are often used
as a benchmark by which to judge whether a site will allow for a self-sustaining

ecosystem as described in the Rules. The standard used by the Division is the NRCS
Range Site Description (RSD) for the particular area in question. It is generally accepted
that 75% of the average percent cover values given in the RSD is a reasonable value in
which to expect that the site will allow for a self-sustaining ecosystem if those levels are
reached. The attached RSD used for all three UNC sites is WP-2, Sandy. As you can
see, 75% of the average percent cover value for grasses and forbs would be 13 .5%.
When this value was compared to the 1998 sampling results, there were two sites that
appear to meet or exceed that amount, Ann Lee and Sandstone. However, as discussed in
the October 98 sampling report, Ann Lee was is not recommended for release because
approximately 40% of the site was occupied by a large mound which was not vegetated
at all . The Sandstone site did exhibit more positive results in that not only did it exceed
the RSD average percent cover value with 22% cover, but also sustained a community of
4 different grass species and 2 perennial forbs, with at least one half-.shrub species.
Therefore, Sandstone is hereby released from further requirements of the NMMA. The
other two sites, ~ .Lee and John Bill will need to be permitted by MMD and meet all
requirements of the NMMA § 69-36-7-U and§ 510.A of the NMMA Rules.
Your interest in meeting Prior Reclamation requirements is appreciated. If you have any
questions, feel free to call Kerrie Neet, Chief, Regulatory Programs Bureau at (505) 8275988.

(
Sincerely,

~J__.J.~ · M~
fol\

Douglas M Bland
Division Director

cc:

Kerrie E. Neet, Chief
Regulatory Programs Bureau
Fernando R Martinez, Program Manager
Mining Act Reclamation Program
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NEW MEXICO ENERGY, MINERALS
& NATURAL RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

MINING AND MINERALS DIVISION
2040 South P:aclleca Strut
S2nt2 Fe. New Mealco 17S05

(505) a:17 - 5970
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Jennifer A. Salisbury
CABINET SECRETARY

Douglas M. Bland
OMSlON l)jRECTOR

June 2, 1999

Larry Bush
United Nuclear Corporation
P.O. Box 3077
Gallup, NM 87305

Dear Mr. Bush:
Enclosed you' ll find the Prior Reclamation Inspection Report of 1998. This should help
clarify the issues you raised in our phone conversation today regarding release of United
Nuclear Corporation's Prior Reclamation sites-. Please excuse our inadvertent oversight
in leaving it out of the last mailing to you.
Feel free to call me, at (505) 827-5982 after you receive this and we can discuss any
remaining issues or questions you may have.

Karen W . Garcia
Reclamation Specialist

Encl:

1998 Prior Reclamation Inspection Report

f
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PRIOR RECLAMATION INSPECTION REPORT

FOR

UNITED NUCLEAR CORPORATION'S
ANN LEE
JOHN BILL
and

SANDSTONE
MINES

Submitted in Partial Fulfillment of the New Mexico Mining Act
Section 69-36-7, Prior Reclamation

New Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department
Mining and Minerals Division
Mining Act Reclamation Program
October 30, 1998

•

NEW MEXICO ENERGY, MINERALS and
NATURAL RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
Bill Brancard

Bill Richardson

Director

Governor

Joanna Prukop
Cabinet Secretary

7001 194 • 0004 792 • 3678

Mining and Minerals Division

June 15, 2007
Larry Bush
United Nuclear Corporation
UNC Holdings 2
P.O. Box 3077
Gallup, NM 87305

RE: United Nuclear Corporation, Prior Reclamation Sites, Anne-Lee Mine, JohnBill Mine, and Sandstone Mine, Prior Reclamation Mine Site Nos, Respectively:
MK027PR, MK028PR, and MK029PR

Dear Mr. Bush:
As part of its administration of the New Mexico Mining Act (Act), NMSA 1978, Sections
69-36-1 to 69-36-20, the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) is conducting a review of
previously active uranium mine sites in New Mexico. That review identified various sites
operated by United Nuclear Corporation (UNC), including the Anne Lee, John Bill, and
Sandstone mines, which qualify as existing mines under NMSA 1978, Section 69-36-3
(E), but for which no Mining Act permits were ever issued.
The Mining Act and Mining Act Rules, specifically, NMSA 1978, Section 69-36-5 (E),
and § 19.10.5.511 NMAC, allow an operator or owner of an existing mine where
reclamation has previously occurred, to apply to MMD for a determination that the prior
reclamation is sufficient to release the mine from the Act's requirements. UNC applied
in 1994 for such releases from the Act at the three mines identified above.
Following receipt of UNC's release requests, and after inspecting the mine sites, MMD
notified UNC through a letter dated September 29, 1995, that the releases could not be
granted and that UNC would be required to complete the permit process for the sites as
"existing mines." UNC, however, did not proceed with the permitting process, but chose
to appeal MMD's Order regarding the Anne Lee, Sandstone and John Bill Mines to the
New Mexico Mining Commission.
The appeal remained on the Commission's docket for a substantial period of time and
the Commission, in a sua sponte order dated April 29, 1997, ordered the dismissal of
UNC's appeal without prejudice for lack of prosecution, unless UNC submitted reasons
why the appeal should not be dismissed within thirty days of the Commission's Order.

Mining and Minerals Division * 1220 South St. Francis Drive * Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
* Phone: (505) 476- 3400 '~ Fax (505) 476-3402 ~ http://www.emnrd.state.nm.u,
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In a letter dated May 29 , 1997, received by the Commission on June 2, 1997, counsel
for UNG advised it would seek a variance from MMD and urged the Commission not
dismiss its appeal as such dismissal "would prejudice United Nuclear's right to seek
review of the Director's Order in this matter." In that same letter, UNG assured that if the
variance was granted, it was confident the matter could be resolved quickly and UNG
would voluntarily dismiss its petition.
MMD granted UNG a variance in 1998 to extend the time for compliance with the Mining
Act by two years. The records indicate that UNG took no further action in this matter
when the variance expired in 2000.
Ten years have passed since the Commission issued its order and this matter should
now be resolved. To do so, MMD is prepared to file a motion with the Commission
requesting the Commission dismiss UNC's appeal for non-prosecution.
Alternatively, it has been twelve years since MMD completed its last inspections at the
above mentioned mine sites. Environmental conditions may have changed at the sites
to a degree that would warrant further discussion about the requirements for permitting
the sites. If UNG were to allow MMD access to the Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone
mines so that MMD could determine whether, given the additional passage of time, any
further reclamation is required at those sites that may resolve the matter, as well as the
pending appeal.
MMD therefore requests UNG contact our office within no less than thirty days of the
date of this letter and indicate whether it agrees MMD should proceed to file a dismissal
motion or whether UNG is agreeable to providing MMD access to the sites for
inspections. MMD anticipates that some or all of the mine sites may no longer be owned
by UNG; UNG nevertheless remains obligated to comply with the Mining Act as the
operator of existing mines at the sites.
For MMD to complete inspection of the sites, MMD requires a right of entry to each site,
site characterization information that may not have been part of UNC's previous release
applications, current land ownership information and any other information UNG
believes will assist MMD in completing its inspections.
If we do not receive a response within 30 days, MMD wi ll proceed with filing its
dismissal motion before the Commission, and may conside r enforcement action as
appropriate.
Please feel free to call me at 505-476-3437, if you wish to discuss this matter or have
questions.

s~

c~
~)

7~~~~~

Holland Shepherd
Program Manager
Mining Act Reclamation program

'
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cc:

Karen Garcia, Chief, Mine Reclamation Bureau
Roy Blickwedel, Remedial Project Manager, General Electric
Prior Reclamation Site Files Nos: MK026PR, MK027PR, and MK028PR
Bill Olson, GWQB/NMED

NEW MEXICO ENJERGYj MIINERAJL§
& NATURAL JRE§OURClE§ DEPARTMJENT

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
2040 South Pacheco Street
Santa Fe , New Mexico 87505
(505) 827-5950

Jennifer A. Salisbury
CABINET SECRETARY

August 10, 1999
Mr. Stephen Lauer
Carpenter, Comeau, Maldegan, Brennan, Nixon, and Templeman
P .O. Box 669
Santa Fe, NM 87504-0669

Re: Prior reclamation for United Nuclear' s John Bill and Anne Lee mines
Dear Mr. Lauer:
On behalf of United Nucl ear, you have expressed United Nuclear's desire to
complete satisfactory prior recl amation of the John Bill and Anne Lee mines. You have
al so expressed a concern that United Nuclear's willingness to do so will not prejudice its
position in United Nuclear's appeal concerning the St. Anthony Mine, Northeast Church
Rock Mine, and Section 27 Mine (United Nuclear Corp. v. Mining and Minerals Division
and Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department, SF Nos. 96-1961 , 1962, and
1963)["the appeal"].
We believe the John Bill and Anne Lee mines are owned by United Nuclear and
are covered by the Mining Act, and we encourage United Nuclear to satisfactorily
complete reclamation for the John Bill and Anne Lee sites. We will not argue in the
appeal that United Nuclear' s reclamation of the John Bill and Anne Lee mines proves
United Nuclear is the owner/operator of the St. Anthony, Northeast Church Rock, and
Section 27 mines.
Please let me know if you need additional information.
Sincerely,

~o~~
Asst. General Counsel

NEW MEXICO ENERGY, MINERALS and
NATURAL RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
Bill Brancard

Bill Richardson

Director

Governor

Joanna Prukop

Mining and Minerals Division

Cabinet Secretary

August 22, 2007

Larry Bush
United Nuclear Corporation
UNC Holdings 2
P.O. Box 3077
Gallup, NM 87305

RE: Response to United Nuclear Corporation Letter Dated July 10, 2007, Concerning,
Prior Reclamation Sites, Anne-Lee Mine, John-Bill Mine, and Sandstone Mine, MK027PR,
MK028PR, and MK029PR
Dear Mr. Bush:
Thank you for your, July 10, 2007 letter, responding to the Mining and Minerals Division's
(MMD) letter, dated June 15, 2007. Your letter addressed the prior reclamation status of the
three mines identified above.
Your letter indicates that the Sandstone Mine was already released by MMD. You attached a
letter dated May 25, 1999, indicating that MMD did identify the Sandstone Mine, as eligible for
prior reclamation release. MMD agrees with this finding and appreciates your review of our files
to locate this document.
We would like to follow-up on your invitation to inspect the John Bill and Anne-Lee mine sites
to determine their condition and statu s. MMD wi ll be contacting you directly to set up
inspection dates for these two sites.
MMD will refrain from fi ling its dismissal motion, before the Mining Commission, pending the
opportunity to inspect the two sites for compliance under the New Mexico Mining Act.

Mining and Minera ls Divis io n * 1220 South St. Francis Drive * Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
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Response to United Nuclear Corporation Letter Dated July 10, 2007, Concerning, Prior
Reclamation Sites, Anne-Lee Mine, John-Bill Mine, and Sandstone Mine, MK027PR, MK028PR, and
MK029PR
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Please feel free to call me at 505-476-3437, if you wish to discuss this matter furthe r.

~
~

Holland Shepherd
Program Manager
Mining Act Reclamation program
Attachments

cc:

Karen Garcia, Chief, Mine Reclamation Bureau
Roy Blickwedel, Remedial Project Manager, General Electric
Prior Reclamation Site Files Nos: MK026PR, MK027PR, and MK028PR
Bill Olson, GWQB/NMED

NEW MEXICO ENERGY, MINERALS and
NATURAL RESOURCES DEPARTMENT
Bill Brancard

Bill Richardson
Governor

Director

Joanna Prukop
Cabinet Secretary
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Mining and Minerals Division

June 15, 2007
Larry Bush
United Nuclear Corporation
UNC Holdings 2
P.O. Box 3077
Gallup, NM 87305

RE: United Nuclear Corporation, Prior Reclamation Sites, Anne-Lee Mine, JohnBill Mine, and Sandstone Mine, Prior Reclamation Mine Site Nos, Respectively:
MK027PR, MK028PR, and MK029PR

Dear Mr. Bush:
As part of its administration of the New Mexico Mining Act (Act), NMSA 1978, Sections
69-36-1 to 69-36-20, the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) is conducting a review of
previously active uranium mine sites in New Mexico. That review identified various sites
operated by United Nuclear Corporation (UNC), including the Anne Lee, John Bill, and
Sandstone mines, which qualify as existing mines under NMSA 1978, Section 69-36-3
(E), but for which no Mining Act permits were ever issued.
The Mining Act and Mining Act Rules, specifically, NMSA 1978, Section 69-36-5 (E) ,
and §19.10.5.511 NMAC, allow an operator or owner of an existing mine where
reclamation has previously occurred, to apply to MMD for a determination that the prior
reclamation is sufficient to release the mine from the Act's requirements. UNC applied
in 1994 for such releases from the Act at the three mines identified above.
Following receipt of UNC's release requests, and after inspecting the mine sites, MMD
notified UNC through a letter dated September 29, 1995, that the releases could not be
granted and that UNC would be required to complete the permit process for the sites as
"existing mines." UNC, however, did not proceed with the permitting process, but chose
to appeal MMD's Order regarding the Anne Lee, Sandstone and John Bill Mines to the
New Mexico Mining Commission.
The appeal remained on the Commission's docket for a substantial period of time and
the Commission , in a sua sponte order dated Apri l 29, 1997, ordered the dismissal of
UNC's appeal without prejudice for lack of prosecution, unless UNC submitted reasons
why the appeal should not be dismissed within thirty days of the Commission's Order.

Mining and Minerals Division * l 220 South St. Francis Drive * Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
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In a letter dated May 29 , 1997, received by the Commission on June 2, 1997, counsel
for UNC advised it would seek a variance from MMD and urged the Commission not
dismiss its appeal as such dismissal "would prejudice United Nuclear's right to seek
review of the Director's Order in this matter." In that same letter, UNC assured that if the
variance was granted, it was confident the matter could be resolved quickly and UNC
would voluntarily dismiss its petition .
MMD granted UNC a variance in 1998 to extend the time for compliance with the Mining
Act by two years. The records indicate that UNC took no further action in this matter
when the variance expired in 2000.
Ten years have passed since the Commission issued its order and this matter should
now be resolved. To do so, MMD is prepared to file a motion with the Commission
requesting the Commission dismiss UNC's appeal for non-prosecution .
Alternatively, it has been twelve years since MMD completed its last inspections at the
above mentioned mine sites. Environmental conditions may have changed at the sites
to a degree that would warrant further discussion about the requirements for permitting
the sites. If UNC were to allow MMD access to the Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone
mines so that MMD could determine whether, given the additional passage of time , any
further reclamation is required at those sites that may resolve the matter, as well as the
pending appeal.
MMD therefore requests UNC contact our office within no less than thirty days of the
date of this letter and indicate whether it agrees MMD should proceed to file a dismissal
motion or whether UNC is agreeable to providing MMD access to the sites for
inspections. MMD anticipates that some or all of the mine sites may no longer be owned
by UNC; UNC nevertheless remains obligated to comply with the Mining Act as the
operator of existing mines at the sites.
For MMD to complete inspection of the sites, MMD requires a right of entry to each site,
site characterization information that may not have been part of UNC's previous release
applications, current land ownership information and any other information UNC
believes will assist MMD in completing its inspections.
If we do not receive a response within 30 days, MMD wil l proceed with filing its
dismissal motion before the Commission, and may cons ider enforcement action as
appropriate.
Please feel free to call me at 505-476-3437 , if you wish to discuss this matter or have
questions.

~aa

Holland Shepherd
Program Manager
Mining Act Reclamation program

•
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cc:

Karen Garcia, Chief, Mine Reclamation Bureau
Roy Blickwedel, Remedial Project Manager, General Electric
Prior Reclamation Site Files Nos: MK026PR, MK027PR, and MK028PR
Bill Olson, GWQB/NMED

NEW MEXICO ENERGY, :Ml[N]ERAJLS
& NATIJRAL JRE§OUJRCJE§ DEPAR1MlENT

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
2040 South Pacheco Street
Santa Fe , New Mexico 17505
(505) 827 - 5950

Jennifer A. Salisbury
CABINET SECRETARY

August 10, 1999
Mr. Stephen Lauer
Carpenter, Comeau, Maldegan, Brennan, Nixon, and Templeman
P .O. Box 669
Santa Fe, NM 87504-0669

Re: Prior reclamation for United Nuclear' s John Bill and Anne Lee mines
Dear Mr. Lauer:
On behalf of United Nuclear, you have expressed United Nuclear' s desire to
complete satisfactory reclamation of the John Bill and Anne Lee mines. You have also
expressed a concern that United Nuclear' s willingness to do so will not prejudice its
position in United Nuclear's appeal concerning the St. Anthony Mine, Northeast Church
Rock Mine, and Section 27 Mine (United Nuclear Corp. v. Mining and Minerals Division
and Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department, SF Nos. 96-1961 , 1962, and
1963)["the appeal"].
We believe the John Bill and Anne Lee mines are owned by United Nuclear and
are covered by the Mining Act, and we encourage United Nuclear to satisfactorily
complete reclamation for the John Bill and Anne Lee sites. We will not argue in the
appeal that United Nuclear's reclamation of the John Bill and Anne Lee mines proves
United Nuclear is the owner/operator of the St. Anthony, Northeast Church Rock, and
Section 27 mines.
Please let me know if you need additional information.
Sincerely,

~~ ~
Bruce Rogoff V
Asst. General Counsel

NEW MEXICO ENERGY, MJlNERAJL§
& NATIJRAL RESOURCE§ DEJPARTMDENT

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
2040 South Pach•co Str••t
Santa Fe , N•• lhxlco 87505
(505) 827 - 5950

Jennifer A. Salisbury
CAl!IINET SECRETARY

August 10, 1999
Mr. Stephen Lauer
Carpenter, Comeau, Maldegan, Brennan, Nixon, and Templeman
P .O. Box 669
Santa Fe, NM 87504-0669

Re: Prior reclamation for United Nuclear' s John Bill and Anne Lee mines
Dear Mr. Lauer:
On behalf of United Nuclear, you have expressed United Nuclear's desire to
complete satisfactory reclamation of the John Bill and Anne Lee mines. You have also
expressed a concern that United Nuclear's willingness to do so will not prejudice its
position in United Nuclear's appeal concerning the St. Anthony Mine, Northeast Church
Rock Mine, and Section 27 Mine (United Nuclear Corp. v. Mining and Minerals Division
and Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department, SF Nos. 96-1961 , 1962, and
1963 )["the appeal"].
We believe the John Bill and Anne Lee mines are owned by United Nuclear and
are covered by the Mining Act, and we encourage United Nuclear to satisfactorily
complete reclamation for the John Bill and Anne Lee sites. We will not argue in the
appeal that United Nuclear's reclamation of the John Bill and Anne Lee mines proves
United Nuclear is the owner/operator of the St. Anthony, Northeast Church Rock, and
Section 27 mines.
Please let me know if you need additional information.
Sincerely,

~ ~~
Bruce Rogoff C
Asst. General Counsel

PHONE LOG

6/2/99

Called Larry Bush back after he left message for Fernando. He was somewhat confused
about our letter because he had not received the sampling report with it. I told him I'd
send the report out in todays mail and it would make more sense. He seemed willing to
accept our decision, just wants to figure out what all needs to be done and wrap it up
quickly.
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Table 2.A
% COVER
COVER TYPE
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UnlTED nUCLEAR CORPORAT IOn
1720 Loui siana N.E .
Suite 400

Albuque rq ue, New Mexico 87 11 o
Telephone 505/262- 1800
Fax 505/262-1 809

February 19, 1998
Dr. Kathleen Garland, Director
Mining and Minerals Division
Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources
2040 South Pacheco Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
Re: Application for a Variance from Prior Reclamation Inspection Date for Anne
Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone Mines

Dear Dr. Garland:
This letter is to inform you that United Nuclear Corporation has completed the public notice
requirements for its requested variance from the September 30, 1995 date for a determination by
the Director _regarding prior reclamation activities for the three mines for which the variance was
submitted on June 3, 1997. United Nuclear provided public notice pursuant to 19 NMAC 10.2 §
903 and submits the following documentation as verification of such;
1. Section 902 of the regulations describes the contents of the public notice.
A copy of the notice is attached. Also attached is a copy of the proposed notice which we
submitted to MMD for its review. That copy contains MMD's hand-written proposed
changes which were incorporated into the published notice.
2. Section 903 of the regulations sets forth the publication requirements. More specifically,
subsection 903 .A requires that the Director be provided proof that the owners of record
within one-half mile of the mines, as shown in the most recent property tax schedule, were
provided the notice by certified mail.
Attached is a copy of a map which shows the surface ownership around sections 28 and 34,
Tl4N, R9W, the sections upon which the mines are located. The McKinley County Clerk's
Office provided the information regarding surface ownership according to the most recent tax
roles. From this map it was determined that the following persons or entities were to be
contacted to fulfill this requirement;
a. Quivira Mining Company
b. The State of New Mexico
c. Ms. Isabel Marquez
Attached are copies of letters and certified mail receipts received as a result of those mailings.

Dr. Kathleen Garland
February 19, 1998
Page2
The County Clerk's Office further indicated that they have no record of ownership and
therefore, no address for the property contained in Section 21 , T l 4N, R9W, identified on the
map as "Ambrosia Tract".
3. Section 903 .B. of the regulations requires that the Director be provided proof that notice has
been provided by certified mail to all municipalities and counties and tribal organizations
within a 10 mile radius of the properties . . . on or before the newspaper publication date
required by Section 903 .C.
Attached are copies of letters sent to the McKinley and Cibola County Managers' offices
together with copies of the certified mail receipts which fulfill this requirement. Note that
these let~ers were sent on November 17, 1997. Note further, that the notice was published on
December 1, 1997.
4. Section 903 .C of the regulations requires that the Director be provided proof that the notice
was published in accordance with the requirements as stated in this subsection.
Attached is a copy of the notice as it appeared in the December 1, 1997 Gallup Independent
together with an affidavit of publication.
5. Section 903 .D of the regulations requires that the Director be provided proof that the notice
was posted in at least four publicly accessible and conspicuous places on or before the
newspaper publication date.
Attached is a memorandum which identifies the locations at which the notice was posted.
Note that the notice was not posted at the entrance to the mines because the entrances are
neither conspicuous or publicly accessable.
6. Section 903.E of the regulations require that the Director be provided proof that the notice
was mailed to the mineral lessor on or before the newspaper publication date.
Attached is a copy of a letter sent to Hecla Mining Company, the mineral lessor.
7. Section 903 .F requires that the Director be provided proof that notice was mailed to all
persons who have made a written request to the Director.
Attached are copies of letters sent to the list of persons requesting notification. The list was
provided to United Nuclear by the MMD.
8. Section 903 .G requires that the Director be provided proof the notification was mailed to the
Environment Department, the State Engineer, the Department of Game and Fish, the Forestry

Dr. Kathleen Garland
February 19, 1998
Page 3
Division, and the State Historic Preservation Division.
Attached are copies of the letters sent to the respective agencies.
We trust that submital of this information will allow you to approve our variance request. If you
have any questions or require additional information, please feel free to contact us.

~

Juan R. Velasquez

cc: Ed Morales
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PUBLIC NOTICE
United Nuclear Corporation (United Nuclear) has submitted an APPLICATION FOR A
VARIANCE for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located at Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County, in accordance with the provisions of Subpart l 0 of the New Mexico Mining
Act Rules (NMAC 10.2 Subpart 10).
The Anne Lee mine is located on Sections 27 and 28, Township 14 North, Range 9 West, New
Mexico Principle Meridian. Only approximately 1/10 acre on Section 28 was disturbed during
mining operations. Additional portions of Sections 27 and 28 were distrubed by activities
conducted by the U.S . Department of Energy unrelated to the Anne Lee Mine.
The John Bill and Sandstone mines are located on Section 34, Township 14 North, Range 9 West,
New Mexico Principle Meridian. Approximately 4 acres in Section 34 was disturbed due to these
two mines. United Nuclear applied for a release from further requirements under the New
Mexico mining Act'! due to prior reclamation work, including revegetation, perfonned by United
Nuclear. The purpose of this variance is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before .
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The applicant's address is:
United Nuclear Corporation
1700 Louis=ana·Blvd. N.E.
Suite 400
Albuquerque, New Mexico 871 J 0
Interested persons wishing to submit written comments or a request for a public hearing on this
matter may do so by writing to:
Director, Mining and Minerals Division
Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department
State of New Mexico
2042 South Pacheco Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
The deadline for submittals is (date).
Copies of the Application for a Variance are available for public inspection at the Public Library
and Cibola County Clerk's Office in Grants, New Mexico and at the Public Library and McKinley
County Clerk's Office in Gallup, New Mexico.

PUBLIC NOTICE
United Nuclear Corporation (United Nuclear) has submitted an APPLICATION FOR A
VARIAN CE for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located at Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County, in accordance with the provisions of Subpart 10 of the New Mexico Mining
Act Rules (NMAC 10.2 Subpart 10).
The Anne Lee mine is located on Sections 27 and 28, Township 14 North, Range 9 West, New
Mexico Principle Meridian. Only approximately 1/ 10 acre on Section 28 was disturbed during
mining operations. Additional portions of Sections 27 and 28 were disturbed by activities
conducted by the U.S. Department of Energy unrelated to the Anne Lee Mine.
The John Bill and Sandstone mines are located on Section 34, Township 14 North, Range 9
West, New Mexico Principle Meridian. Approximately 4 acres in Section 34 was disturbed due
to these two mines. United Nuclear applied for a release from further requirements under the
New Mexico mining Act due to prior reclamation work, including revegetation, performed by
United Nuclear. The purpose of this variance is to provide up to two additional growing seasons
before the determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) that United
Nuclear's reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the New Mexico Mining Act.
The applicant's address is:
United Nuclear Corporation
1700 Louisiana Blvd. N.E.
Suite 400
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
Interested persons wishing to submit written comments or a request for a public hearing on this
matter may do so by writing to:
Director, Mining and Minerals Division
Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department
State of New Mexico
2042 South Pacheco Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
The deadline for submittals is thirty (30) days from the date of this notice
Copies of the Application for a Variance are available for public inspection at the Public Library
and Cibola County Clerk's Office in Grants, New Mexico and at the Public Library and
McKinley County Clerk's Office in Gallup, New Mexico, and the Energy, Minerals, and Natural
Resources Dept., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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United Nuclear Corporation (United Nuclear) ha sometido una SOLICITUD PA . UNA
VARICION para sus Minas Anne Lee, John Bill, y Sandstone, localicadas en Arn brosia Lake, de
acuerdo con las provisiones de Subparte 10 de las Reglas del Acto de Mineria del ~stado de
Nuevo Mexico (NMAC 10.2 Subparte 10).
The mina Anne Lee esta localicada en secci6nes 27 y 28, unidad primaria de gobiemo local
T14N, R9W, Meridiano Principal de Nuevo Mexico. No masque 1/10 acre en secci6n 28 se fue
disturbado durante la operacci6n de la mina. Mas terreno se fue disturbado por causa de
actividades del Departamento de Energia de Los Estados Unidos que no fueron relatado ha la
mrna.
Las minas John Bill y Sandstone estan localicadas en Seccion 34, unidad primaria de gobiemo
local, Tl4N, R9W, Meridiano Principal de Nuevo Mexico. Aproximadamente cuatro (4) acres en
secci6n 4 se fue disturbado causa de estas minas. United Nuclear aplico de aliviarse de las reglas
del Acto de Mineria por la rehibilitacion que se habido completido antes del pasaje de the reglas.
El prop6sito de esta varici6n es para proveer de de que se pasen dos mas estaciones de
crecimiento antes de la determinaci6n, a ser hecho por la Division de Mineria y Minerales
(MMD), que las medidas de rehibilitaci6n de United Nuclear estan de acuerdo con las reglas del
Acto de Mineria.
La direcci6n del suplicante es:
United Nuclear Corporation
1720 Louisiana Blvd N.E.
Suite 400
Albquerque, New Mexico 87110
Personas interesadas que desean someter algun comentario escrito, o una suplica para una
audencia publica sobre esta materia, deben dirigir su solicitud escrito a:
Director, Mining and Minerals Division
Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department
2040 South Pacheco Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
La fecha final para someter propuestos o comentario es trenta (30) dias de la fecha de este Aviso.
Copias de la solicitud para una Variaci6n estan disponibles para inspecci6n publica en al
Biblioteca Publica yen la oficina del Secretario del Condado de Cibola, en Grants, Nuevo
Mexico, en la Biblioteca Publica, y en la oficina del Secretario del Condado de McKinley, en
Gallup, Nuevo Mexico, y en la oficina Departamento de Energia, Minerales, y Resources
Naturales en Santa Fe, Nuevo Mexico.
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PUBLIC NOTICE
United Nuclear Corporation (United Nuclear) has submitted an APPLICATION FOR A
VARIANCE for its Anne Lee, John Bill, ll?ld Sandstone mines located at Ambrosia Lake,
MclCinley County. in accordance with the provisions of Subpart 10 of the New Mexico :Mining
Actlwles (NMAC 10.2 Subpart 10).

The Anne Lee mine is located on Sections 27 and 28, Township 14 North, Range 9 West. New
Mexico Principle Meridian. Only approximately 1/10 acre on Section 28 was disturbed during
mining operations, Additional portions of Sections 27 and 28 were distrubed by activities
conducted by the U.S. Department of Energy unrelated to the Anne Lee Mine.
The John Bill and Sandstone mines are located on Section 34, Township 14 North, Range 9 West,
New Mexico Principle Meridian. Approximately 4 acres in Section 34 was disturbed due to these
rwo mines. United Nuclear applied for a release from further requirements under the New
Me;icico mining Acte due to prior reclamation work, including revegetation, performed by United
Nuclear. The purpose of this variance is to provide up ro two additional growing seasons before
the detc:munation is made by the Mining and Mmerats Division (MMD) that dC&hc Ii I •• :
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United Nuclear Corporation

1700 Louisiana Blvd. N.E.
Suite 400
Albuquerque. New Mexico 8711 O
Interested persons wishing to submit written ccmmects or a request for a public hearing on chis
matter may do so by writing to:

Director, Mining and Minerals Division

Energy. Minerals., and Natural Resources Departrnent
State of New Mexico
2042 South Pac:.heco Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505

The deadline for submittals is
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Copies of the Application for a Variance are available for public: inspection at the Public Library
and Cibola County Clerk's Office in Grants, New Mexico and at the Public Library and McKinley
County Clerk's Office in Gallup, New Me,cico1 4. >, J
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Affidavit of Publication
STATE OF NEW MEXICO

) ss
COUNTY OF McKINLEY

RANGEL, LYDIA

being duly sworn upon

oath , deposes and says:
As
LEGAL CLERK
of The Independent, a
newspaper published in and having a general circulation in
McKinley County, New Mexico and in the City of Gallup, New
Mexico and having a general circulation in Cibola County, New
Mexico and in the City of Grants, New Mexico and having a
general circulation in Apache County, Arizona and in the City of
St. Johns and in the City of Window Rock, Arizona therein : that
this affiant makes this affidavit based upon personal knowledge
of the facts herein sworn to. That the publication, a copy of which
is hereto attached was publ ished in said newspaper during the
period and time of publication and said notice was published in
the newspaper proper, and not in a supplement thereof,
for _on
_ e_t_irn_e_ _ __ _ , the first publication being on the
1st

day of

December

, 19

second publ ication being on the

97

the
day

of _ _ __ _ _ __ __ , 19 _ _ _ the third publication
on the

day of

, 19 _ __

and the last publication bein g on the _ _ _ _ _ _ day of
19 _ _ _

That such newspaper, in which such notice or advertisement
was publis hed , is now and has been at all times material hereto,
duly qualified fo r such purpose, and to publ ish legal notices and
adverti sements with in the mean ing of Chapter 12, of the statutes
of th e State of New Mexico, 1941 compila · n.

v

of

Sworn and subscri bed to befo re me this Dec ember
19 97
.
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~9-tb~- day

U,,;lj

Notary Publ ic
My commission expires

June 22, 2001
2735
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BU TLE R'S Gall up

A VISO PIBLICO
LE GAL NOTICE
Gallup McKinley County
N ew Mexico
PUBLIC N OTICE
United uclear Corporation (United Nu clear) has submitted an APPLICATION .
FOR A VARIANCE for its Anne Lee, John
Bill, and Sandstone mines located at Ambrosia Lake, McKinley County, in accordance with the provisions of Subpart 10 of
the New Mexico Mining Act Rules
(NMAC 10.2 Subpart 10).
The Anne Lee mme is located on Sections
27 and 28, Township 14 North, Range 9
West, New Mexico Principle Meridian.
Only approximately 1 / 10 acre on Section
28 was disturbed by activities conducted
by the U.S. Departmmt ol Energy unrelated to the Anne Lee Mine.
The John bill and Sandstone mines are located on Section 34, Township 14 North.
Range 9 West, New Mexico principle Meridian. Approximately 4 acres in Section
34 was disturbed due to these two mines.
United .Nuclear applied for a release from
further requirements under the New Mexico mining Act due to prior reclamation
work, including revegetation, performed
by United N uclear. ihe purpose of this
variance is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the determina
tion is made by the Mining and Minera
Division (MMD) that United N udear's
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of tl\e New Mexico Mining Act .
The. applicant's address is:
'
United Nuclear Corporation
1700 Louisiana Blvd., .E.
Suite 400
Albuquerque, New Mexico 871 10
Inte.r ested persons wishing to submit written comments or a request fo r a public
hearing on this matter may do so by writing to:
Director Mining and Minerals Division
Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources
Department
State of New Mexico
2042 South Pacheco Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
The deadline for submittals is thirty (30)
days from the da te of this notice.
Copies of the Application fo r a Variance
are available fo r public inspection at the .
Public Library and Cibola County Clerk' s
Office in Gra nts, New Me)lico and at the
Public Library and McKinley Coun ty
Clerk' s Office in Gallu p, New M exico, and
the Energy, Minerals a nd Natural Resources Dept., Santa Fe, ew Mexico.

I
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United Nuclear Corpa ra tion (United , uclear) ha sometido una SOLICITUD PARA
UN A VARICIO p ara sus Minas Anne
Lee, John Bill, y Sands tone, localicadas en
Ambrosia Lake, de acuerdo con las p rovisiones d e Subpa rte JO de las Reglas de Acto de Mineria del estado de N uevo Mexico
(NMAC 10.2 Subparte JO).
The rnina Anne Lee esta localicad~ en secci6nes 27 y 28, unidad p ri maria d e gobierno local T14N, R9@, Meridiano PrinciJlal
de oNuevo Mexico. o mA!f que 1 / 10 a&e
en secci6n 28 se fue disturbad o durante la
operaccion de la mina. Mas tcrreno se fue
disturbado por causa d e actividades del
Departamento de En ergia d e Los Estados
Urudos que no fu eron relatado ha la mina.
Las minas John.Bill y Sandstone estan localicadas en Seccion 34, unidad primaria
de gobiem o local, T14N, R9W, Meridiano
Principal de Nueveo M exico. Approxirnada mente cuatro (4) acres en secci6n 4 se
fue disturbado causa de estas minas. United Nuclear aplico de alivarse de las reglas
d 'tl:ei-, di t.'lineria por la rehib1litaaon
qu~vse Habll:fo completi d o antes d e pasaje
de las reglas. El prop6sit o d e esta varici6n
es para proveer d e qu e p ase n dos mas estaciones de crecimiento antes de la dete rminacion, a ser hecho por la Division de
Mineria y
inerales (MMD), que las medidas de rehibilitacion de United Nuclear estan d e acuerdo con las regl·as de Acto_d e Mineria .
La direcci6n de suplicante es:
United Nuclear Corporation
1no Louisiana Blvd., N .E.
Suite 400
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
Personas interesadas que d esean someter
algun comenta rio escrito, o una s(1plica
para una audencia piiblica sobre esta materia, deben dirigir su solicitud escrito a:
Director Mining and Minerals Division
Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources
Department
2040 South Pacheco Street 1
Santa Fe, ew Mexico 87505
La fecha fmal para someter propuestos o .
comentarion es trenta (30) dias d e la fecha
de este Aviso. Copias de la solicitud para
una Variaci6n estan d isponibles para inspeccion publica en la Biblioteca Publica y
en la oficina de Secretario d e! Condado d e
Cibola, en Gra nts, N uevo Mexico, en la
Biblioteca P(1blica, y en la oficina d e Secreta rio de Condad o de McKinley, en Gallup , Nuevo Mexico, y en la ofi cina Departamento de Energia, Minerales y Resou rces Naturales en Santa Fe, Nuevo Mexico.
Legal #14632 Published in The Independent December 1, I 997.
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PUBLIC NOTICE
Un"ed Nuclear Corporation (UnHed Nuc!Nr) hu submitted an APPUCA TION.FOR A VARIANCE for ill
Amo LN, John Bil. Sardston. minn located al Ant>rosio Lake, McKinloy Counly, in ac:<oodonc9 with
1M proYisiono al Subpon 10 al tti. N.w Mexico Mining Act Rules (NMAC 10.2 SLq)0/110).

HIRING
INLAYERS
TOP PAY
OR INFORMATION
CALL:
979-0600

Tho Anne LN mw,e is located on Sections 27 and 28. Township 1' Nonh, Rang. 9 Wm , N.w Mexico
Principle, Mend.an. Onfv approximetety 1/10 acre on s-.1ion 28 wu disturbed during mining openmons.
Additional portions al Sections 27 and 28 we,-a disturbed by activ"ios conducted by tti. U.S. Depanmerot
of Energy urvelated lo the Anne LN Mine.

The John Bil and Sandstone mnes are located on Sectk>n 34, Townsh,;p 14 Not1h, Range 9 W.,. . New
Mexico Prinipfe Memian. Approximately 4 acres in Section 34 wu disti.lrbed QJe to these two minet.
Un~ed Nuclear applied tor a refeue from further requirements under the N.w Mexico mining Act due to
prior redamation work. including rll"legetation, pertom-.d by UMed Nuclear. the purpose of this variance
is to provide up 10 rwo addilonau growing seasons before lhe detennination is made by the Mining and
Minerals Division (M-..0) that United Nuclear's redamatK>n measures satisfy the requirements ot the

r..r'

New Mexico Mirwlg Ad .

The applicarl' s address is
Uniled Nuclear Cotporat,on

1700 Louisiana Blvd NE

!~~e,

New MeXICO 87 110

lntet'flfed pen,ons wtShing 10 submit wnnen commerws or a reques1 !or a
"'Wf'f do so by wnt1ng lo

-

hearing on this rrener

Oirecto, Mnng and Minerals Qiv15ion
Energy. Mln9fals and Natural Resources Oepartmenl
State of New MeDOO

2042 South Pacheco Streec

Santa Fe, New MexKX> 87505
The dNdlino to, submttals ;s lhirty (30) days lrom the date of this llO!ic:..

ILLIS TANND TRADING CO.

t

Where you can always
pawn for cash

505-863 -4434

Licensed by the State of NM

201 W. Coal• 722-3400
NOT ICE
that United Nuclear's 02. Services
ures satisfy the requireMe.xi.:o Mining Act.
dress is:
SAVE TIME AN D MONEY
lrporation
Poy fo r IO mo nths o f subscription, get
•d.,N.E.
12 months of the Ind ependent $85 .00
Viso/MC-Cosh-Check. The Independent
• Mexico 87110
500 N. 9th Gallup 87301 . Coupon must
\-.; shing lo subm it wri tbe sent in with payment
a req uest for ,1 rubl ic
HOME DELIVERIE S ONLY
titer may do so by writ -
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rparation (Lnitt.>J \luma SOLICITUD PARA
pa ra sus Minas Anne
1dstone, localicadas en
acuerdo con las provt10 de las Reglas de Actado de Nuevo Mexico
rte 10).
esta localicada en secad primaria de gobierr, Meridiano Princi~al
\Jo mAs que I I 10 acre
disturbado durante la
na . M3s terreno se fu e
sa de actividades del
nergia de Los Estados
·on relatado ha la mi-

y Sa ndstone est.in lo\ 34, u nidad pnmaria
14N, R9W, Me ridia no
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Un rted Nuclear Co,po,ation (United Nuclear) ha 50metido una SOLIC rTUO PARA UNA VAAICION ~
SUS Minas AnrMt Lee. John Bil, y Sandslone, loc:ucadas en Ambrosia Lake, de acuerdo con las p,ovido Subpffl• 10 do las Reglu dllt Acto do Minfflll dllt
do Nuevo Mexco (NMAC 10.2 Subparte 10).
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GENTRY FINANCE

, Stree t
,ico 87505
,ubm11tals 1s thirty (30)
of this notice.
,Hcat 1on £or a V,1r1.1nce
11blic tnspel1 1on at !he
Cibola C,,untv Cle rk's
~l'W Mt>x1co a~J J t Ihe
1d \lcKinky County
1l111p, :-.Jew Mex ico, and
rals ,md ~a tural Rt"1 Ft!, New Mt>x1co.

AVISO PUBLICO

betwHn 1-40 I, the Zuni Rd.

LOANS

,o

Mexico.

South on Munoz Blvd.

$100-$500

id Minerals Division
J nd Na tural Reso urces

Copies of the Appk:ation tor a Variance are avaiW:>le fo, pubic inspection althe Public U>rary and Cibola County Cleric's Otftce in Grants , New Mexico and at the Public Li>rary and McKinley County Oetk's
Office in Ga•up. New Mexico. and the Energy, Minerals. and Natural Rnources Oet:,t .• Santa. Fe. New

The mini Anne LN est.a localicada en secci6nes 27 y 28 unidad primerill de gobiemo local Tt4N, A9W.
Meridiano Principal de Nuevo M,xioo. No mu que 1110 acre en secc'6n 28 s- fue disturbado durante La

operac:cion de 1a mina. Ma lffl900 N fue diltutbedo por causa de actiYONI d~ Oepanamer«o de EnMgia de Loa E$&ados Uni:ios que no fueron reiatado ha la mir..
Las minu John 8iU y Sandstone es~n locallicadu en Seccion 34, unmd primaria de gobiemo local,
T14N. R9W. Meridiano Principal de Nuevo ~xico. Aproxmadamente cuatro (4) acres en seccion 4 se
fue diatutbado caus.a de estas minu. United Neu_,- aplico de aliviwse de tu reg&u de4 Acto de Mirleri• po, la rehi>ilitacion que ,. habido con-plotido .,.. . dot pa..;. do the rwgiu. El p,op6sito do esto varicion es para proveer d e de que se pu:en dos miit estaciones de crecirriento antn de ta
decfflT'llnlCion, a ser hecho po, la ON'ision de Mineria y Minera6n (MMD). que las medidu de rehibilit•
d 6n de United Nudear ntan de acuerdo con las regla.s d9' Acto d4t Mineria.
La direcclOfl ~ supticante es:

Uruted Nuclear Corporation
1700 Lou1Siana Blvd. N.E.
Suite 400
Albuquerque. New MexCo 87110
Personas interesadas que desean someter a}gtiffl comttntario escrito , o una sUpfica para una a udenc:NI

publica sobre esta maier.a, deben dwig1 r su sohcrt ud escnto a:
Director, M1n,ng and Minerals OrYtSion
Energy. Minerals and Natural Resources Oepanment

2040 Sou1h Pacheco Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505

Airless Sproy Equipment
and water blasters for rent
Sunburst Color Center
1700 5. 2nd 722-9177
Concrete Septic Tcnks, under ground
concrete well houses, infiltrotor
motenol , complete systems ovoiloble
DAVID BACA JR PRECAST CO .
505-722-4928 o r 505-240-0153
Housecleani ng, o ffice cleaning,
ironrng, run errands, ETC ..

Coll 505-488-6207

03. Lost and Found
LOST Red Australian Shepherd with
whi te markings, docked toil. Lost in college oreo Mon . 24th . Needs lite preserving heort medicine. Reword offered .
505-863-1 912,
505-863 -4155,
505-863-6147

04. Help Wanted
Carpet Cjeoner Help,,
Carpet laying experience
hel pful. Coll 505-722-7373
Cose Manager, BA in Psyc hology or related field; 2 yea rs experie nce with SDMI
preferred . Send resume, 3 refere nces to
Valencia Counseling Services, Inc.
Box 67, Gro nts,NM 87020
Attn: Darlene Hayes

La techa final para someler propueslos o comentano es trenta (30) disas de la fecha de este Arviso Copia.s de la sollcrtud para una Vanacion estan disponibles para 1nspecc'6n publica en al BibhoCaca PUblte:a
y en la ohcina del Secrelano d8' Condado de Cibola . en Granls. Nuevo M8x1eo, en la Biblio4eca PUblica .
'I en la oficina del Secretano del Condad de McKintey. en Gallup, Nuevo Me:11CO. yen la ohc1na Depart•·
menlo de Energia , Minerales . y Resources Naturales en Santa Fe. Nuevo MtixJCO.

04. Help Wanted

31. House for Sale

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY'
$500 to $900 Weekly/Potential Processing Mortgage Refunds . Own Hours . Coll
1-800-449- 1037 Ext . 688
Professional, dedica ted R.N.s needed.
Come join our New Team .
Red Rock Core Center
372Q Chu rchrock Rood .
Apply in fron t office
TEXAS oil company urgently needs dependable person now in GALLUP o reo.
Regard less of training, write L.C. Hopkins, Dept. 5-87305, Box 71 I, Ft.
Worth , TX 76101-071 1.
I

Do you need extra $ MONEY for the
Holidays) You con eom up to $ 153
mo nthly by becoming o regu lar plosmo
donor. Hel p others who ore in need of ·
life saving medical products. We hove
compu terized, high-tech a uto mated machines that provide a safer o nd foster
procedure du ring your plosmo donation.
u c
~ EGULAR
DONOR
Hnt JDC:

Action Realty Of Gallup
204 East Aztec
aei ...17
INVESTORS OR FIRST TIME BUYERS
Home refurnished, downtown location,
Carport, 1 112 both, priced to sell in _the ·
mid 40's. Don' t miss it 1 Coll" Kathy
Schmitt 863-44 17, ofter 7PM at
722-7349

o•O·Oc~c•c.:O].

l

P~~esetters itealt!J

107 W. AZTEC

@

722-7211

unlTED nucl.&AR CORPORATIOn
P.O. Box 3077
Gallup, New Mexico 87305-3077

'ID:

FROM:

'#~£--Edward M. furales C

Juan Velasquez

SUB.JECI':

Telephone: (505) 722-6651
Fax: (505) 722-6654

November 20, 1997

Posting Notice For Variance on Mine Properties

Places Posted

Date Posted

Gallup Public Library
(Lobby Bulletin Board)

11/19/97

Gallup McKinley County Clerk's Office
(Notice Bulletin Board)

11/19/97

Grants Public Library Front Window

11/20/97

Grants Cibola County Clerks Office
(Notice Hallway Bulletin Board)

11/20/97

Milan Post Office

11/20/97

(Lobby Bulletin Board)

F.ach place received a copy of the application for variance except the Milan
post office.
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un1TeD nucLEAR CORPORATIOn
1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
Teleph on e 505/262-1800
Fax 505/262-1809

November 17, 1997

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Quivira Mining Company
P.O. Box 218
Grants, New Mexico 87020
Re: Application For a Variance
Dear Sir or Madam:
United Nuclear Corporation is providing you with public notice that it has submitted a request
for a variance for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located in Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County in accordance with the New Mexico Mining Act requirements. The purpose
of this variance request is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the
determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) that United Nuclear's
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the Act. The enclosed Public Notice will be
published in the Gallup Independent in December, 1997.
Sincerelv.

_

-~ -_l~:_~
Juan R. Velasquez~----~)
Enclosure: As stated

un1TeD nucLeAR CORPORATIOn
1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

Albuquerque , .New Mexico 8711 0
Telephone 505/262-1800
Fax 505/262-1809

November 17, 1997

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
State of New Mexico Property Control Division
General Services Department
P.O. Box 1149
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503
Re: Application For a Variance
Dear Sir or Madam:
United Nuclear Corporation is providing you with public notice that it has submitted a request
for a variance for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located in Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County in accordance with the New Mexico Mining Act requirements. The purpose
of this variance request is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the
determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) that United Nuclear's
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the Act. The enclosed Public Notice will be
published in the Gallup Independent in December, 1997.
Sincerely.

~~ .'l·~~ --~

Juan R. Velasque~

~"•--::::::-·""::.>

Enclosure: As stated

unlTED nUCLEAR CORPORATIOn
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
Telephone 505/262-1800
Fax 505/262-1809

1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

November 17, 1997

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Isabel Marquez
P.O. Box 3526
Milan, New Mexico 87021
Re: Application For a Variance
Dear Mrs. Marquez:
United Nuclear Corporation is providing you with public notice that it has submitted a request
for a variance for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located in Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County in accordance with the New Mexico Mining Act requirements. The purpose
of this variance request is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the
determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) that United Nuclear's
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the Act. The enclosed Public Notice will be
published in the Gallup Independent in December, 1997.
Sincerely.
.
___::. '-°A.-

,.,

'\._
,_

'
- . -----...__

l ~.,___~
Juan R. Velasquez
Enclosure: As stated

;

unlTED nucLEAR CDRPORATIDn
1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
Telephone 505/262-1800
Fax 505/262-1809

November 17, 1997
CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
McKinley County Manager
P.O. Box 70
Gallup, New Mexico 87305
Re : Application For a Variance
Dear Sir or Madam:
United Nuclear Corporation is providing you with public notice that it has submitted a request
for a variance for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located in Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County in accordance with the New Mexico Mining Act requirements. The purpose
of this variance request is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the
determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) that United Nuclear's
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the Act. The enclosed Public Notice will be
published in the Gallup Independent in December, 1997.
Sincerely,

~~

;( ~

Juan R. Velasquez
Enclosure: As stated

~

~ ~---

un1TeD nucLeAR CORPORATIOn
1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
Telephone 505/262-1800
Fax 505/262-1809

November 17, 1997

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Cibola County Manager
515 West High Street
Grants, New Mexico 87020
Re: Application For a Variance
Dear Sir or Madam:
United Nuclear Corporation is providing you with public notice that it has submitted a request
for a variance for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located in Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County in accordance with the New Mexico Mining Act requirements. The purpose
of this variance request is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the
determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) that United Nuclear's
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the Act. The enclosed Public Notice will be
published in the Gallup Independent in December, 1997.
Sincerely,

~ ~- -('~
,~
~~.;___
_)_
Juan R. Velasquez
Enclosure: As stated

-

un1TeD nucLeAR CORPORATIOn
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
Teleph on e 505/262-1800
Fax 505/262-1809

1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

November 17, 1997

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Hecla Mining Company
6500 Mineral Drive, Box C-8000
Coeur d'Arlene, ID 83814-1931
Re: Application For a Variance
Dear Sir or Madam:
United Nuclear Corporation is providing you with public notice that it has submitted a request
for a variance for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located in Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County in accordance with the New Mexico Mining Act requirements. The purpose
of this variance request is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the
determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) that United Nuclear's
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the Act. The enclosed Public Notice will be
published in the Gallup Independent in December, 1997.
Sincerely,
---.::i. '--'---

,
Z-\~...: . •. _

\)

JuanR. Velasquez
Enclosure: As Stated

- ·

~

--

UnlTED nucLEAR CORPORATIOn
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
Telephone 505/262-1800
Fax 505/262-1809

1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

November 17, 1997

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Dr. Glenna Dean, Staff Archeologist
Office of Cultural Affairs
228 E. Palace Ave .
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503
Re: Application For a Variance
Dear Dr. Dean:
United Nuclear Corporation is providing you with public notice that it has submitted a request
for a variance for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located in Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County in accordance with the New Mexico Mining Act requirements. The purpose
of this variance request is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the
determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (Ml\tID) that United Nuclear's
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the Act. The enclosed Public Notice will be
published in the Gallup Independent in December, 1997.
Sincerelv,

~

-

'

'-"-.._ z.~ '-~"..

~

Juan R. Velasquez
Enclosure: As Stated

'

·

UnlTED nucLEAR CORPORATIOn
1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

Albuquerque,.New Mexico 87110
Teleph one 505/262-1800
Fax 505/262-1809

November 17, 1997

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Ms. Sally Smith
300 W. Yankee
Silver City, New Mexico 88061
Re: Application For a Variance
Dear Ms. Smith:
United Nuclear Corporation is providing you with public notice that it has submitted a request
for a variance for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located in Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County in accordance with the New Mexico Mining Act requirements. The purpose
of this variance request is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the
determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) that United Nuclear's
reclamation measures -satisfy the requirements of the Act. The enclosed Public Notice will be
published in the Gallup Independent in December, 1997.
Sincerely, ~

~ .___c-

7

[

, ~

,

~~

·

.

~

Juan R. Velasquez
Enclosure : As Stated

,

~

-

unlTED nucLEAR CORPORATIOn
1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

Albuquerque, t;lew Mexico 87110
Telephone 505/262-1800
Fax 505/262-1809

November 17, 1997

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Sierra Club
Rio Grande Chapter
945 Camino Carlos Rey
Sant Fe, New Mexico 87501
Re: Application For a Variance
Dear Sir or Madam:
United Nuclear Corporation is providing you with public notice that it has submitted a request
for a variance for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located in Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County in accordance with the New Mexico Mining Act requirements . The purpose
of this variance request is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the
determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) that United uclear's
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the Act. The enclosed Public Notice will be
published in the Gallup Indep endent in December, 1997.
Sincerely.

~ '-:.A...- .

.

()~ ,
\Jl......

~-~~- ----

Juan R. Velasquez
Enclosure: As stated

unlT&D nucL&AR CORPORATIOn
1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

Albuquerque, ~ew Mexico 87110
Telephone 505/262-1800
Fax 505/262- 1809

November 17, 1997

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURi~ RECEIPT REQUESTED
Mr. Paul Robinson, Research Director
Southwest Research & Information Center
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106

Re: Application For a Variance
Dear Mr. Robinson:
United Nuclear Corporation is providing you with public notice that it has submitted a request
for a variance for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located in Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County in accordance with the New Mexico Mining Act requirements. The purpose
of this variance request is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the
determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) that United Nuclear's
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the Act. The enclosed Public Notice will be
published in the Gallup Indep endent in December, 1997.
Sincerely,

-" '-"-- .J-:..-~~ ~

Juan R. Velasquez
Enclosure: As Stated

unlTED nUCLEAR CORPORATIOn
1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

Albuquerque ,.New Mexico 87110
Telephone 505/262-1800
Fax 505/262-1809

November 17, 1997

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Mr. Doug Wolf
N.M. Law Center
103 La Cienega Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
Re: Application For a Variance
Dear Mr. Wolf:
United Nuclear Corporation is providing you with public notice that it has submitted a request
for a variance for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located in Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County in accordance with the New Mexico Mining Act requirements. The purpose
of this variance request is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the
determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) that United Nuclear's
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the Act. The enclosed Public Notice will be
published in the Gallup Independent in December, 1997.
Sincerelv.

,
' ~~--

-'~----- ✓ -~
,

Juan R. Velasquez

Enclosure: As Stated

un1TeD nUCLEAR CORPORATIOn
Albuquerque, .New Mexico 8711 o
Telephone 505/262-1800
Fax 505/262-1809

1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

November 17, 1997

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Mr. Doug Meiklejohn
N.M. Environmental Law Center
103 La Cienega street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
Re : Application For a Variance
Dear Mr. Meiklejohn:
United Nuclear Corporation is providing you with public notice that it has submitted a request
for a variance for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located in Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County in accordance with the New Mexico Mining Act requirements. The purpose
of this variance request is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the
determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) that United Nuclear's
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the Act. The enclosed Public Notice will be
published in the Gallup Independent in December, 1997.
Sincerely,

, ""'\ ..

~ ""- <
L ~
~

Juan R. Velasquez
Enclosure: As Stated

"'"

~ -

unlTED nucLEAR CORPORATIOn
1 720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

Albuquerque, .New Mexico 8711 0
Telephone 505/262-1800
Fax 505/262-1809

November 17, 1997

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT RE QUESTED
Mr. Grove Burnett
Western Environmental Law Center
P.O. Box 1507
Taos, New Mexico 87571
Re : Application For a Variance
Dear Mr. Burnett:
United Nuclear Corporation is providing you with public notice that it has submitted a request
for a variance for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located in Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County in accordance with the New Mexico Mining Act requirements. The purpose
of this variance request is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the
determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) that United Nuclear's
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the Act. The enclosed Public Notice will be
published in the Gallup Independent in December, 1997.
Sincerely,
- ~ \..... l,.....,_,. .

·'1 "'~
- -,',j ( _

~

Juan R. Ve lasq uez
Enclosure: As Stated

'------------

~

;,
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untTED nucLEAR CORPORATIOn
1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

Albuquerque, .New Mexico 8711 0
Telephone 505/262-1800
Fax 505/262-1 809

November 17, 1997

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Ms. Maxine Goad
P.O. Box 2503 .
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504
Re: Application For a Variance
Dear Ms. Goad:
United Nuclear Corporation is providing you with public notice that it has submitted a request
for a variance for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located in Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County in accordance with the New Mexico Mining Act requirements. The purpose
of this variance request is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the
determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) that United Nuclear's
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the Act. The enclosed Public Notice will be
published in the Gallup Independent in December, 1997.
Sincerely,
~\.....o.._,,---

.·V...
1
\ ~
. ~

Juan R. Velasquez
Enclosure: As Stated

~

----

unlTED nucLEAR CORPORATIOn
1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

Albuquerque, _New Mexico 87110
Telephone 505/262-1800
Fax 505/262-1809

November 17, 1997

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Mr. Andrew V. Sandoval, Chief
Conservation Services Division
Villagra Building
P.O. Box 25112
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504
Re: Application For a Variance
Dear lVlr. Sandoval:
United Nuclear Corporation is providing you with public notice that it has submitted a request
for a variance for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located in Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County in accordance with the New Mexico Mining Act requirements. The purpose
of this variance request is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the
determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) that United Nuclear's
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the Act. The enclosed Public Notice will be
published in the Gallup Independent in December, 1997.
Sincerely.

~~:z~~~
Juan R. Velasquez
Enclosure: As Stared

~ -

unlTED nUCLEAR CORPORATIOn
1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

Albuquerque, !'jaw Mexico 87110
Telephone 505/262-1800
Fax 505/262-1809

November 17, 1997

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Mr. Bob Rogers
State Engineer's Office
P.O. Box 844
Santa Fe New Mexico 88031

Re: Application For a Variance
Dear Mr. Rogers:
United Nuclear Corporation is providing you with public notice that it has submitted a request
for a variance for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located in Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County in accordance with the New Mexico Mining Act requirements. The purpose
of this variance request is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the
determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) that United Nuclear's
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the Act. The enclosed Public Notice will be
published in the Gallup Independent in December, 1997.
Sincerely.

~~

~c'0----

JuanR. Vel a s q u e z , ~ - .
Enclosure: As Stated

un1TeD nucLeAR CORPORATIOn
1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

Albuquerque, ~ew Mexico 87110
Telephone 505/262-1800
Fax 505/262-1809

November 17, 1997

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Mr. Toby Martinez, State Forester
State Forestry Division
P.O. Box 1948
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504-1948

Re: Application For a Variance
Dear Mr. Martinez:
United Nuclear Corporation is providing you with public notice that it has submitted a request
for a variance for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located in Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County in accordance with the New Mexico Mining Act requirements. The purpose
of this variance request is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the
determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) that United Nuclear's
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the Act. The enclosed Public Notice will be
published in the Gallup Independent in December, 1997.
Sincerely,

,z,. .._

.
~
- ~
Juan R. Ve lasquez
'--.:..-...

I)

Enclosure: As Stated

\

--- ~

~

- -.

UnlTED nuCLEAR CORPORATIOn
1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
Telephone 505/262-1 800
Fax 505/262-1809

November 17, 1997

CERTIFIED MAIL
RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED
Kerrie Neet, Mining Unit Team Leader
Environment Department
P.O. Box 26110
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87502
Re: Application For a Variance
Dea Ms. Neet:
United Nuclear Corporation is providing you with public notice that it has submitted a request
for a variance for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located in Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County in accordance with the New Mexico Mining Act requirements. The purpose
of this variance request is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before the
determination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MNID) that United Nuclear's
reclamation measures satisfy the requirements of the Act. The enclosed Public Notice will be
published in the Gallup Independent in December, 1997.
Sincerelv.

~

_) ~~·l__\::__. ,~

Juan R. Velasquez
Enclosure: As Stated

~
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'. SENDER:
:s! • Complete items

1- also wish to receive the
following services (for an extra a1
Ji
fee):
>

1 and/or 2 for additional services.
• Complete items 3, and 4a & b.
• Print your name and address on the reverse of this f orm so that we can
return this card to you .
✓
• · Attach t his form to t he front of the mailpiece, or on the back if space
does not permit.
• Write " Return Receipt Requested" on the mailpiece below the article number.
• The Return Receipt will show t o whom the article was delivered and the date
delivered.
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DOMESTIC RETURN RECEIPT

'. SENDER:
:s! • Complet_,: items

1 and/or 2 for additional services •
• Complete items 3, and 4a & b.
• Print your name and address on the reverse of this form so that we can
al return this ·card to you .
> • Attach this form to t he front of the mailpiece, or on the back if space
does not permit .
Write " Return Receipt Requested" on the mailpiece below the article number.
., • The Return Receipt w ill show to whom the article was delivered and the date
C delivered .
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PUBLIC NOTICE
United Nuclear Corporation (United Nuclear) has submitted an APPLICATION FOR A
VARIANCE for its Anne Lee, John Bill, and Sandstone mines located at Ambrosia Lake,
McKinley County, in accordance with the provisions of Subpart l 0 of the New Mexico Mining
Act Rules (NMAC 10.2 Subpart l 0) .
The Anne Lee mine is located on Sections 27 and 28, Township 14 North, Range 9 West, New
Mexico Principle Meridian. Only approximately 1/10 acre on Section 28 was disturbed during
mining operations. Additional portions of Sections 27 and 28 were distrubed by activities
conducted by the U.S. Department of Energy unrelated to the Anne Lee Mine.
The John Bill and Sandstone mines are located on Section 34, Township 14 North, Range 9 West,
New Mexico Principle Meridian. Approximately 4 acres in Section 34 was disturbed due to these
two mines. United Nuclear applied for a release from further requirements under the New
Mexico mining Acte due to prior reclamation work, including revegetation, performed by United
Nuclear. The purpose of this variance is to provide up to two additional growing seasons before
the detennination is made by the Mining and Minerals Division (MMD) that Jsa slts :.wet,Ahe '
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United Nuclear Corporation
1700 Louisiana Blvd. N.E.
Suite 400
Albuquerque, New Mexico 871 J 0
Interested persons wishing to submit written comments or a request for a public hearing on this
matter may do so by writing to:
Director, Mining and Minerals Division
Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department
State of New Mexico
2042 South Pacheco Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
The deadline for submittals is (,iia). )
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Copies of the Application for a Variance are available for public inspection at the Public Library
and Cibola County Clerk's Office in Grants, New Mexico and at the Public Library and McKinley
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NEW MEXICO ENERGY, J\1INERALS
& NATURAL RESOURCES DEPARTh1ENT

MINING AND MINERALS DIVISION
204 0 South Pacheco Streat
S•nta Fe , Now Mexico 87505
( 505) 827-5970

Jennifer A. Salisbury

Kathleen A. Garland

CABINET SECRETARY

DIVISION DIRECTOR

July 18, 1997

Mr. Juan Velasquez
United Nuclear Corporation
1720 Louisiana N .E.
Albuquerque, NM 87110

Re:

Request for Variance Regarding Anne Lee, John Bill and Sandstone Mines

Dear Mr. Velasquez:
MMD is in receipt of your letter dated June 3, 1997 requesting a variance from the requirements
of Prior Reclamation for the mines identified above. Your application is complete.
Please proceed with the public notice requirements of 19 NMAC 10.2 Section 1003. \Vt have
provided you with a list of public members who have asked to be notified regarding thesf! types
of requests (see attacl1ed).
Please contact me directly with any further questions.

~/~
Holland Snepherd
Bureau Chief
Mining Act Reclamation Bureau
Mining and Minerals Division
attachment
HWS
cc:

Kathleen Garland, MMD Director
Jennifer McCumber, Counsel EMNRD

.,.
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Un l TE D nUCLEAR CORPORATIOn
1720 Louisiana N.E .
Suite 400

Albuquerque, New Mexico 8711 o
Telephone 505/262-1 800
Fax 505/262-1809

Dr. Kathleen Garland, Director
Mining and Minerals Division
Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources
2040 South Pacheco Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
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June 3, 1997

1991

MINING & MINERALS D

Iv.

Re: Application/or a Variance from Prior Reclamation Inspection Date/or Anne Lee,
John Bill, and Sandstone Mines
Dear Dr. Garland:
This letter constitutes an application by United Nuclear Corporation for a variance from the
September 30, 1995 date for a determination by the Director regarding prior reclamation activities
for three mines as discussed below This application is made pursuant to 19 NMAC 1.2 § 1002 and
the letter dated September 29, 1995. Please notify us upon a determination that this application is
complete and United Nuclear will then provide public notice pursuant to 19 NMAC 10.2 § 903 .
1. Applicant's name and address:

United Nuclear Corporation
1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
2. Application date:
June 3, 1997
3. Mining Operation:
Anne Lee Mine
John Bill Mine
Sandstone Mine
4. Location of Mine:
Anne Lee Mine - Portions of Tl4N, R9W, Section 28
McKinley County, New Mexico
John Bill Mine & Sandstone Mine - Portions of T14N, R9W, Section 34
McKinley County, New Mexico

Dr. Kathleen Garland
June 3, 1997
Page 2

5. Section From Which Variance Is Sought
19NMAC 10.2 § 510
6. Extent of Variance
United Nuclear Corporation requests that the determination date be extended to September,
1998.
7. Evidence of Economic Burden on Applicant
In a letter dated September 29, 1995 MMD informed United Nuclear of its inspection findings
that the reclamation measures taken at these mines did not satisfy the requirements of the New
Mexico Mining Act and the substantive requirements for reclamation pursuant to the Mining Act
Rules. MMD further in informed United Nuclear that because United Nuclear has completed
most reclamation measures the it could apply for a variance from the Rules.
Unless this application for variance is granted, the applicant could be required to apply for a
permit and prepare and submit a closeout plan for reclamation of these mines. The applicant has
no desire to permit these mines as the applicant has no intent to mine them in the future.
Permitting these mines would result in an significant economic burden due to the cost of
preparing and submitting the permit application, closeout plan, annual fees, and the cost of
obtaining and maintaining financial assurance. These costs ar undue, since the reclamation of
the surface areas of the mine have already been completed, largely to the satisfaction of MMD,
except that for confirmation of successful revegetation of the reclaimed areas. The applicant
expects that a simple inspection can satisfy MMD of successful revegetation and site
stabilization such that the mines can be released from any further requirements of the Mining Act
at minimal cost to the applicant and the agency. Additional information is contained in MMD's
inspection reports dated September 18, 1995 which are incorporated herein by reference.
8. Granting a Variance Will Not Result in a Significant Threat to Human, Health, Safety, or the
Environment.
As confirmed in MMD's inspection report for the three mines, the reclamation work at the mines
was completed, except for very minor matters, such as covering concrete slabs with soil, before
the inspection in July 1995. The inspection report identified no conditions that would pose a
significant threat to human health or safety or the environment. Additional information is
contained in MMD's inspection reports dated September 18, 1995 which are incorporated herein
by reference.

Dr. Kathleen Garland
June 3, 1997
Page 3

9. Fee For a Variance
Enclosed is check in the amount of $500 for the variance pursuant to 19 NMAC 10.2 § 201.K.
Because of the close proximity of the surface disturbance (within two miles on contiguous
property) and common applicant an surface ownership, United Nuclear requests a single variance
covering all three mines.
In submitting this variance application, United Nuclear maintains its reservations of rights and all
defenses stated in its request for inspection for prior reclamation, its Notice of Appeal to the Mining
Commission regarding MMD's prior reclamation determinations, and all other correspondence and
communications with MMD. In particular, United Nuclear reiterates the special circumstances
regarding the disturbances at the Anne Lee Mine resulting from the Department of Energy's
activities. If you have any questions regarding this application, please feel free to contact us.
Sincerely,

~

. c={ ,

Juan R. Velasquez

cc: Ed Morales
Paul X. McLain

~

f'

Dr. Kathleen Garland
June 3, 1997
Page 4
bee: Dalva Moellenberg - Gallagher & Kennedy
Steve Lauer - Comeau, Maldegan, Templeman & lndall
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HOMESTAKE MINING COMPANY
P.O. BOX 98
GRANTS, NEW MEXICO 87020
(505) 287-4456
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CERTIFIED MAIL NO.: P 369 600 937
Ms. Kathleen A. Garland, Director
Mining and Minerals Division of
New Mexico Energy, Minerals and
Natural Resources Department
P.O. Box 6429
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505-6429
Re:
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Miiling &. Minerals

Divi~ion

Application for Variance for Section 23 Mine , Homestake Mining Company

Dear Ms. Garland:
Enclosed is the Application for Variance for Section 23 Mine located in McKinley County,
Township 14 North, Range 10 West. We have followed Subpart 9 - Public Participation
for an application for a variance. As per Subpart 903.A the following adjacent land
owners were given notice: Quivira Mining Company, Bureau of Land Management a:,d Mr.
Jerry Elkins. Subpart 903 .B requires that McKinley County and Navajo Nation be giv en
rotice . Published notice in English and Spanish was done on March 29, 1996 in the G-311up
independent and Cibola County Beacon as required by Subpart ~03.C . Subpart 903 .C
required posting of notice in four locations, which were done at: McKinley County Clerk's
office and McKinley Public Library in Gallup, New Mexico; and Public Library and Cibola
County Clerk's office in Grants, New Mexico. Subpart 903 .E required mailing notice to
Cerrillos Land Company mineral lessor. Subpart 903.G required notice to be sent to
Environmental Department, State Engineer, Department of Game and Fish, Forestry
Division and State Historic Preservation Division. See attachec.i letters for proof of notice.
Copies of returned certified mail receipts and newspaper proof of publication w ill be
forwarded to you under a separate cover letter.
I believe that the Application for Variance is complete and answers all concerns dealing
w ith this variance . Enclosed is t he $522.50 fee for an application for variance. I'm
looking forward to a timely response and should you or you sta ff have any questions
please contact me at the Grants Project office.
Sincerely,

$/4//
F. R. Cr:aft
Resident Manager
FRC :jg
Enclosures

A n Equal Opportunity Employer
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APPLICATION FOR VARIANCE
Punuant to New Mexico Mining Act Rules Subpart 10
(19 NMAC 10.2 Subpart 10)

1002.A

1. The applicant is:
Homestake Mining Company of California
P.O. Box 98
Grants, New Mexico 87020
Contact person:
Mr. Fred Craft
Telephone:
505 287-4456
Fax:
505 287-9289
2. This application is submitted 29 March 1996

3. A variance is sought for the Section 23 Mine at Ambrosia Lake.
4. The mine is located in Township 14 North, Range 10 West, McKinley County.

5. A variance is sought from Subpart 5, Se.:tion 510.B, which requires that a permit
application be submitted within 6 months af~e,· the owner receives notice of the
determination that p::.~r reclamation measures do not satisfy the requirements for
reclamation. Rather than submit a permit application, Homestake proposes the course of
action described below.

6. This section describes the extent to which, and why, Homestake wishes to vary from
Subpart 5.
6. a. Background As a result of an MMD inspection of the Section 23 Mine
conducted on 29 June 1995, the Director determined in a letter dated 29 September
1995 (which was received by Homestake on 16 November 1995) that: "The Section 23
Mine was identified by staff as having insufficient cover to meet release." The Director
went on to say: "However, since Homestake has completed most reclamation measures
at the mine, Homestake may apply for a variance from the provisions of the NMNIA
Rules pursuant to Rule 10. Otherwise, Homestake must apply for a permit under the
provisions ofRule 5.10.B." Subsequent communications between Holland Shepherd of
MMD and Fred Craft of Homestake determined that all other reclamation measures,
other than revegetation, have been satisfactorily completed at the Section 23 Mine.

Homestake Minln& Company of California

Sectlo• 23 M1ae

Variance Apptiadon

29 Marcb 1996

Pace
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6. b. Proposal Therefore, Homestake proposes the following course of action for the
Section 23 Mine. In the fall of 1996, following summer rains but before the estimated
end of the growing season, Homestake will conduct a statistically-valid vegetation
survey of the site, including enough 30-meter line intercept transects to meet sample
adequacy. The survey will measure vegetation cover by species, and photographs will be
taken to document the condition of the vegetation. If the results of the 1996 survey
demonstrate that release criteria are met, then Homestake will ask 'MMD to release the
Mine from further liability for reclamation. If the 1996 survey results do not meet
release criteria, Homestake will follow the same survey procedure in 1997. If the site
does not meet release criteria at the end of the 1997 vegetation survey, Homestake will
determine the appropriate course of action to take in order meet release criteria, and will
then provide 'MMD with an opportunity to review and comment on the proposed course
of action.
6. c. Justification The 'MMD report dated 26 September 1995 says that 5 species of
plants that were seeded in 1992 are present on the site, in addition to 10 other species
(or 12 if you include the two species listed in the first paragraph of the Section 23
narrative !mt not listed in the subsequent Table). According to the Prior Reclamation
Report fo:- the Section 23 Mine which Homestake submitted to 'MMD, dated 29 August
1994, only :- species of plants were seeded at the site. Therefore, all species seeded have
apparently germinated. Among the non-seeded species indicated to be present !!1 1995
are 3 valuable perennials, namely Scarlet globemallow, Winterfat, and Fourwing
saltbush, that are commonly use in revegetation of mines in northwest New Mexico. The
presence of at least 8 perennial species on the site, in spite of the fact that none of them
showed up in the transect 'MMD measured, indicates that Section 23 is capable of
supporting a diverse mix of the native perennial plant species that are desirable for the
site. Moreover, there is no evidence from the MMD survey, or from any other source,
that any soil contamination or other problems exist that would interfere with plant
growth at the site.
·
Native vegetation such as that found at Ambrosia Lake is commonly described in
the literature as "patchy" (see, for example, New Mexico Vegetation Past, Present, and
Future, by W.A. Dick-Peddie, p. 123 .). This fact, combined with the uneven distribution
of precipitation that is characteristic of the area, means that it is not unusual to find
native sites where the distribution of plant species is uneven and considerable bare
ground is present after a disturbance. Likewise, it is not unusual to find revegetated
areas where the seeded species are also patchy, especially given the fact that, without
supplemental irrigation, native plants can take as many as 5 complete growing seasons
(or more) to establish in northwest New Mexico. Note that only two complete growing

Homesiau Mlalq Compaay or Callf'omla

Secdoa 23 Mine

Variance Applicadola

29 Mardi 1996
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seasons (those of 1993 and 1994) elapsed between the June 1992 seeding of Section 23
and the June 1995 MMD inspection.
The MMD report of the June 1995 inspection, on page 9, notes: "Homestake
may need to consider reseeding this site or wait to see if an adequate cover can be
achieved in another season or two of growth" ( emphasis added). In this variance
application, Homestake proposes to take the latter course of action, i.e., to wait one or
two more growing seasons to see if adequate cover can be achieved. This seems to be
justified because of the presence on the site of at least 8 species of perennial vegetation,
and the fact that only 2 complete growing seasons elapsed between seeding and the
MMD inspection. It is also worth noting that total precipitation at Grants airport (the
nearest National Weather Service station, located approximately 19 miles south of
Ambrosia Lake) in 1994, the year before the MMD inspection, was 7.73 inches, which is
only about 72% of the annual average. And, in the 2 months prior to the MMD
inspection (May and June, 1995), only 0.74 inch of precipitation was recorded at the
Homestake Grants mill site, which is located approximately 14 miles south of Ambrosia
Lake. Therefore, if the growing season before the inspection had below-average
precipitation, and the months immediately prior to the inspection had little precipitation,
then it is reasonable to assume that the vegetative cover measured du..ring the inspection
may not reflect the amount of cover that might be present if the site iii ~ven two more
growing seasons (1996 and 1997) with average precipitation.

7. If the requested variance is not granted, Homestake will be forced to apply for a
permit pursuant to Subpart 5, and then wait 12 years following the issuance of the permit
for the site to be released. The cost of compiling a complete permit application for the
Section 23 Mine pursuant to Subpart 5 and the other applicable Subparts, is estimated to
be approximately $25,000. Fees associated vrith a permit are estimated according to the
following calculations.
1. Permit application (Rule 201 .A.1)
$ 1,000.00
(201.A.2.)
1,000.00
(205 .A)
90.00
Total permit application fee:
2. Annual fee

(202.A.1.)
$ 1,000.00
(202.A.2)
900.00
85 .50
(205 .A)
Annual fee:
$ 1,985 .50
Total annual fee for 12 years:
$1 ,985 .50 X 12 years=

$ 2,090

$23 ,826

The reclamation perfonnance bond is estimated to be approximately $150,000 (100 acres
X $1,500 per acre for revegetation only), resulting in an opportunity cost (the cost of
having this amount of money, plus other costs associated with the permit, unavailable for
investment, conservatively estimated on the basis of only 5% possible return on
investment) of $200,916 X 5% per year for 12 years = $120,552. In total, the cost of
permitting the Section 23 Mine is estimated as follows :
Prepare permit application:
Permit application fee:
Annual fee for 12 years:'
Performance bond:
Opportunity cost:
Total estimated cost of permitting:

$25,000
2,090
23,826
150,000
120,552
$321 ,468

It is not reasonable to require Homestake to spend approximately $321,468, and
wait 12 years to see if the vegetation ljecomes established, given what is known about
the time required to establish vegetati,:m in northwest New Mexico and the opportunity
to resolve this issue in less time (see ai,,)Ve in section 6.). By the end of the growing
season of 1997, if the vegetation at the site does not meet release criteria, then
Homestake will at that time determine the appropriate course of action to take in order
meet release criteria. Before undertaking any action, Homestake will provide MMD
with an opportunity to review and comment on the proposed course of action. Until
then, there is no justification to require the expenditure of approximately $321,468,
especially given the fact that not one dollar of that money will result in expediting the
establishment of vegetative cover at the Section 23 Mine.
8. As indicated above in section 6., all of the reclamation requirements at the site, other
than revegetation, have been satisfactorily completed. The site does not now constitute
in any way a threat to human health, safety, or the environment, according to the 26
September 1995 report of the MMD inspection of29 June 1995. Granting this variance
would not result in any change at the site that would modify that status. Therefore,
granting this variance would not result in a significant threat to human health, safety or
the environment.
9. Pursuant to Rules 201.K and 205 .A, the fee for an application for a variance is
$522.50, which is enclosed.

PUBLIC NOTICE
Homestake Mining Company of California (HMC) has submitted an APPLICATION FOR A
VARIANCE for its Section 23 Mine at Ambrosia Lake, in accordance with the provisions of Subpart 10 of the
New Mexico Mining Act Rules of February 15, 1996 (19 NMAC 10.2 Subpart 10).
The Mine is located in Mc.Kinley County at Ambrosia Lake, in Township 14 North, Range 10 West,
New Mexico Principal Meridian. The Mine covers 100 acres of land previously disturbed for uranium mining.
All of the Mine site has been reclaimed according the requirements of applicable laws and regulations. The
purpose of the variance is to provide for up to two additional growing seasons before the determination is made
by the Mining and Minerals Divison (MMD) that the site meets the criteria for release from additional
revegetation requirements.
The applicant's address is:
Homestake Mining Company of California
P.O. Box 98
Grants, New Mexico 87020
Interested persons wishing to submit written comments or a request for a public hearing on this matter
may do so by writing to:
Director, Mining and Minerals Division
Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department
State of New Mexico
2042 South Pacheco Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
The deadline for submittals is Monday, April 29, 1996.
Copie.'! of the Application for a Variance is available for public inspection at the Public Library and
Cibola County <:lerk's office in Grants, New Mexico, at the Public Library and Mc.Kinley County Clerk's office
in Gallup, Nevr i~iexico.
Friday, March 2~ •. 1996.

AVISO PUBLICO
Homestake Mining Company of California (HMC) ha sometido una SOLICITUD PARA UNA
V ARIACION para su Mina de Secci6n 23 en Ambrosia Lake, de acuerdo con las provisiones de Subparte 10 de
las RegllU! del Acto de Minerfa del estado de Nuevo Mexico, del 15 de febrero de 1996 (19 NMAC 10.2 Subpart
10) . .
La Mina de Secci6n 23 esta situada en el Condado de Mc.Kinley, en Ambrosia Lake, en Township 14
No~, Extensi6n 10 Oeste, New Mexico Principal Meridian. La Mina tiene una extensi6n de 100 acres de tierra
anteriormente perturbado por la minerfa del uranio. Todo el
sitio de la Mina ha sido rehabilitado conforme a los requisitos de las leyes y reglamentos aplicables. El prop6sito
de la variaci6n es proveer para que pase dos mas estaciones de crecimiento antes de la determinaci6n, a ser hecho
por Ia Divisi6n de Minerfa y Minerales (MMD) , que el sitio cumple con Ios criterios para releva de las
obligaciones de algtin requisito adicional para Ia revegetaci6n.
La d.irecci6n del suplicante es:
Homestake Mining Company of California
P.O 98
Grants, New Mexico 87020.
Personas interesadas que desean someter algun comentario escrito, o una suplica para una audiencia
publica sobre esta materia, deben dirigir su solicitud escrito a:
Director, Mining and Minerals Division
Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department
2040 South Pacheco Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505.
La fecha final para someter propuestas o comentari os es el tunes, dfa 29 de abril de 1996.
Copias de la solicitud para una variaci6n estan disponibles para inspecci6n publica en la Biblioteca
Publica y en la oficina del Secretario del Condado de Cibola, en Grants, New Mexico, y en la Biblioteca Publica
yen la oficina del Secretario del Condado de Mc.Kinley, en Gallup, New Mexico.
Viernes, 29 de marzo, 1996.
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November 29, 1995

VJA FACSIMILE AND
OVERNIGHT DELIVERY
Mr. Doug Bland
Clerk for the Mining Commission
2040 South Pacheco
Santa-Fe, New Mexico 8750~ - ;

Re:

Petition for Review--Prior Reclamation Status Anne Lee. Sandstone and
John Bill Mines, McKinley County, New Mexjco

Dear Mr. Bland:
·_)..
Enclosed please find for filing as of the date above, a Petition for Review of an
Order of the Director of the Mining and Minerals Division dated September 29, 1995, denying
the application of United Nuclear Corporation ("United") for a determination that its prior
reclamation activities at the Anne Lee, Sandstone, and John Bill mines in McKinley County,
New Mexico satisfy the requirements of the New Mexico Mining Act ("NMMA ") and the
substantive requirements for reclamation of pursuant to the NMMA rules.
This petition is filed via facsimile today, with an original and 12 copies to follow by
overnight mail. Pursuant to our conversation of earlier today with Mr. William Brancard ,
United understands that the petition will be deemed properly filed today by_facsimile. As you
may be aware, the Director's September 29, 1995 Order was misaddressed and not received by
United until November 16 1 . 1995. An e;,r.tra copy of-the petitio.n has been enclos_ed for you to
conform and return in the enclos~d self-addr~_ssed stamped envelope.
Tha~ you for you_r attention to this matter.
Very truly yours,
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GALLAGHER) & KENNEDY
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By

•

D ~oellenberg

DLM/bjp
cc: Juan R. Velasquez, United Nuclear Corporation
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Sandstone, and/or John Bill mines satisfy the requirements of the NMMA and the substantive
requirements for reclamation pursuant to the NMMA rules and (2) whether United must submit
a permit application and closeout plan for the Anne Lee, Sandstone and/or John Bill mines .

'.
\

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 29th day of November, 1995,

Dal L. Moellenberg
2600 North Central Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85004
(602) 530~8100
(602) 530-8101 (fax)
Attorneys for United Nuclear
Corporation
A facs imile was sent and the original and 12 copies of the foregoing were sent via overnight
mail for filing to Mr. Doug Bland, Clerk for the Mining Commission, 2040 South Pacheco,
S t.al e, N Mexico 875 5, is 29th day of November, 1995.

I
Copy of the foregoing mailed

is 29th day of November, 1995, to:

Dr. Kathleen Garland
Director
Mining and Minerals Division
2040 South Pacheco
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
Carol Leach , Esq.
Counsel
Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department
2040 South Pacheco
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
William Branca.rd, Esq.
New Mexico Attorney General's Office
P.O. Box 1508
S
Fe, New Mex'_co 8750\- 08
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_' ~EW MEXICO E~ft.V? MtN[RALS AND NATUHAL R£50URCE5 DEPARTMENT

September 29, 1995
Mr. Juart .R. Velasquez
United Nuclear Corporation
1700 Louisiana
Albuquerqua, NM 8711 o

RE:

Prior Reclnrnation Status, Anne Lte, Sand,tone Rnd John Bill Mines, McKinley
County, New Mexico

Dear Mr. Velasquez:
The Mining and Minerals Division (M"MD) has completed the inspection ofrec!Amation measures at
United Nuclcnr', Anne Lee. Sandstone and John Bill Mlncs.
Please find enclo5ed two copies ofinspection reports, One report addresses the Anne Lee Mlnc and
the other addres$es the John Bill and Snndstonc Minc5.

1

Based on findings described in the enclosed inspection reports, reclamation measures at United
Nuelear's Anne Lee, Sandstone and John Bill Mirn~s do not satisfy the requirements of tho New
Mexico Mining Act (N1'-1MA) and the substantive requirements for reclamation pursua.nr to the
NNIMA Rule.s. As United Nuclear has completed most reclamation meil.sures, United Nuclear may
apply for a varian\:e from the provisions or the NMMA Rules pursuant to NMMA Rule 10.
Otherwise, United Nuclear must submit a pem,it application and closeout plan for an existing mining
operation within six months of receipt ofthi11 letter pursu11nt to NMMA Rule 5.10.B. The enclosed
prior reclaination inspection reports detail the findings of the in&pec:tion:i but do not include the
photosl_slidcs conta~ned in the MMD flle copy.
If you have aoy questions please contact Holland Shepherd of the Mining Act Buraall. (505) 827~
5971.
.

, __Sincerely,

~~---z-.~
Kathlee✓a"arland, Director

·.,

Mining and Minerals Division
cc:

Maxine Goad , New Mexico Environment Dept

Encloaures

1

EW MEXICO ENERGY, MINERALS AND NATURAL RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

September 29, 1995

Mr. Juan R. Velasquez
United Nuclear Corporation
I 700 Louisiana
Albuquerque, NM 87110

RE:

Prior Reclamation Status, Anne Lee, Sandstone and John Bill Mines, McKinley
County, New Mexico

Dear Mr. Velasquez:
The ~'lining and 1-'linerals Division (MMD) has completed the inspecti on of reclamation measures at
United Nuclear's Anne Lee, Sandstone and John Bill Mines.
Please find enclosed two copies of inspection reports . One report addresses the Anne Lee Mine and
the other addresses the John Bill and Sandstone Mines.
Based on findings described in the enclosed inspection reports, reclamation measures at United
Nuclear's Anne Lee, Sandstone and John Bill Mines do not satisfy the requirements of the New
Mexico Mining Act (NN[NIA) and the substantive requirements for reclamation pursuant to the
NN1MA Rules. As United Nuclear has completed most reclamation measures, United Nuclear may
ap ply for a variance from the provisions of the NNfMA Rules pursuant to NM?vfA Rule 10.
Otherwise, United Nuclear must submit a permit application and closeout plan for an existing mining
operation within six months of receipt of this letter pursuant to NMMA Rule 5. 10.B . The enclosed
prior reclamation inspection reports detail the findings of the inspections but do not include the
photos/slides co ntained in the i'vfi\1D file copy.
If yo u have any quest io ns please contact Holland Shepherd of the Mining Act Bureau, (505) 8275971 .

Sincerely,

~02
_.,/_.,,·'

Kathlee
. Garland , Di rector
Mining and Minerals Di vision
cc:

Max.ine Goad, New Mexico E nviro nment Dep t.

Enclosures
•
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PRIOR RECLAMATION INSPECTION REPORT
AND
RECOMMENDATION FOR RELEASE OR PERMIT
REQUIREMENT
United Nuclear Corporation - Anne Lee Mine

Submitted in Partial Fulfillment of New Mexico Mining Act
Section 69-36-7 U, Prior Reclamation

New Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural Resour ces Department
Mining and Minerals Division
Mining Act Reclamation Bureau
September 18, 1995

Introduction
The purpose of this study was to determine if reclamatio n measures at United Nuclear Corporation's
Anne Lee Min e satisfy the requirements of the New Mexico Mining Act and the substantive
requirements fo r recl amatio n pursuant to the New Mexico Mining Act Rul es.
The Anne Lee Mine prio r reclamation site is located approximately 22 miles northwest of the City
of Grants, New Mexico . The total area, fo r which release is being requested by United Nuclear,
co nsists of the outlined portions of Sections 27 and 28 of T 14N, R9W as delineated in Figure 1
(Sectio n 34 is also being requested for release but as the Sandsto ne and John Bill Mines). Of
Sections 27 and 28, however, only a 75 foo t by 60 foo t (o ne tenth acre) area where the head fra me
of the Anne Lee Nline existed was inspected fo r prior reclamation. The rest of the subject area was
cleaned of radioactive material and rec laimed by the U.S Department of Energy (DOE) as part of
the cleanup, stabilization and reclamatio n program. Un ited Nuclear, however, has asked for release
of the entire mine site from further req uireme nt s of the Act.
The Anne Lee Mine lies within a broad, regional valley eroded in the Mancos Shale. Figure 2 is a
stratigraphic column depicting the sequence of the underlying formations. Commercial grade uranium
was first discovered in the upper Westwater Canyo n Sandstone Member by the Strategic Nlinerals
Section of Phillips Petroleum Company in early 1956. Subsequently, nearly 300 exploration ho les
were drilled to an average depth of approximately 7 50 feet. The existence of an ore body of about
one million tons was established and si nking of the Anne Lee Mine Shaft commenced in 1957. The
shaft had two mining levels, a main level at a depth of 660 fee t and a sub-level at 720 feet.
Underground workings span the section in an east-west direction, and at their widest point, expose
part of the Westwater Canyo n Sandstone Member for nearly 1000 feet in a north-south direction .
The Anne Lee ore deposit consisted of one large pod (the main ore body) and 20 to 30 smaller,
parallel, or satellite pods. The main ore body extended from the west section line to a point within
500 feet of the west section line. At the time the main Anne Lee ore body was first opened by mine
workings, the level of water saturation coincided with the top of the ore at a point a few hundred feet
northwest of the shaft. West of that point, except for a few small bodies of perched water, the ore
was dry (Kelly, 1963 ). There are no surface water features in the area. The area drains into an
ephemeral tributary of the Arroyo de! Puerto . Reclamation with respect to protection of grou nd
water is addressed in a separate report .
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Inspection Procedures
Prior reclamation at the Anne Lee l'v1ine was inspected Ju ly 13 , 199 5. Mr. Ed Morales, Operations
Superintendent and Radiation Safety Officer represented United Nuclear Corporation and ivfr. Joe
DeAguero, Reclamatio n Specialist, Mr. Robert Young, Environment al Engineer and Ms . Tacy
Harling, Student represented the New Mexico Mining and Mi nerals Divisio n. The inspection of the
Anne Lee Mine consisted of in specti on of the general condition of the reclaimed mine site,
measurement of soil depth, discussion with the o perator of mining and reclamation operatio ns
performed at site and photo documentation of vegetation.

Results and Discussion
The Anne Lee Mine is characterized by a quarte r acre mound where the shaft was located
The mine sh aft was backfilled with nontoxic min e waste material and cap ped with a concrete slab
appro ximatel y 20 foot square and 4 feet thick. The concrete cap was not covered with so il.
A barbed wire fence surrounded the site. All structures, trash or junk had been removed from the site.
There were no piles or accumulations of toxic or waste mate ri al on the site. There were no apparent
hazards that could affect public safety.
There were no erosion features . All out slopes were stabk
An average of three feet of topsoil had been remo ved from the area around the si te. Redistributed
topsoil depth s onsite were approximately three feet.
The area had been seeded last fall but vegetation was very sparse. Essentially no perennial species,
and only a few annuals such as Kochia and Russian Thistle, were growing on the site and,
consequently, cover was not measured by transects. Photos documenting vegetation and general
conditio n of the site are in Appendix A

Conclusion s and Recommend ations
The Mining and tVlinerals Di vision commends United Nuclear Corporation for their efforts to comply
with the New Mexico Mining Act. However, vegetation on the Anne Lee prior reclamation
inspection site is not adequate to stabilize the site from erosion . Further, the plant species that are
growing are not self-sustaining. Additional reclamatio n measures are required at United t uclear's
Anne Lee Mine to satisfy the requirements of the New Mexico tVlining Act including:
1.

The concrete slab covering the shaft must be covered by a minimum of two feet of
topsoil or suitab le material.

2.

The area must be reseeded with a mixture of native species appropriate for the area.
:tvTh1D staff will be happy to advise United Nuclear regarding an appropriate seed
mixture.

It is reco mmended, therefore, that the Anne Lee Mine prior reclamation si te, operated by the United
Nuclear Corporation, not be released from further requirements of the New Mexico Mining Act.

References
Kelly, Vincent C. 1963, Geology and Techno logy of the Grants Uranium Region, Memoir 15, New
Mexico Bureau of Mines and Minerals Resou rces, Socorro, New Mexico.
Morales, E. M. (Ed) 1995, Operations Superintendent and Rad iation Safety Officer, Un ited Nuclear
Corporation, Personnel Communication .
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Appendix A
Photo Documentation

Photo 2.

Site Moun d from south, 20 yards from s i t e

Photo 1 .

Site Mound from east, 20 yards from site

Figure 5&6.

Si de slope of site from east

Photos 3&4. Top of site with concrete cap from southeast

PRIOR RECLAMATION INSPECTION REPORT
AND
RECOMMENDATION FOR RELEASE OR PERMIT
REQUIREMENT
United Nuclear Corporation
Sandstone and John-Bill Mines

Submitted in Partial Fulfillment of New Mexico Mining Act
Section 69-36-7 U, Prior Reclamation

New Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department
Mining and Minerals Division
Mining Act Reclamation Bureau
September 18, 1995

Introduction
The purpose of this study was to determine if reclamation measures at United Nuclear Corporation's Sandstone
and John-Bill Mines satisfy requirements of the New Mexico Mining Act and the substantive requirements for
reclamation pursuant to the New Mexico Mining Act Rules.
The Sandstone and John-Bill Mines prior reclamation site is located approximately 22 miles northwest of the city
of Grants, New Mexico. The surface estate is owned by United Nuclear. Hecla Mining Company is the owner
of the mineral estate. The surface rights are currently being leased to Ms. Nina Waldee. The site consists of all
of Section 34, T 14N, R9W as delineated in Figure 1 [the outlined portions of Sections 27 and 28 are being
requested for prior reclamation as the Anna Lee Mine (Morales, 1995)] . Of Section 34, however. only two shaft
"?T5 ites (about 4 acres each) were actuall y di sturbed du.ring mining operations . The disturbed areas were not
submitted by United Nuclear but are roughly delinented in red in Figure 1. Onl y areas disturbed during mining
operations were inspected. A mine-shaft head frnme existed on eac h site until 198 l when the mines shut down.
Tbe head frames have since been removed . Two buildings were left on one site as permanent structures at the
request of the lessee, Ninn Waldee. Three additionnl small buildings have since been added by the land owner.
The disturbed areas were seeded last fall. The post mine land use is grazing (Morales, 1995).
The area lies with.in a broad, regional valley eroded in the Mancos Shale. Figure 2 is a stratigraphic column
depicting the sequence of the underlying fomrntions . Surface drilling in this section began in February 1956 and
a major ore deposit was discovered in the Westwater formation. Additional drilling during 1957 and 1958
showed that the deposit consisted of separate ore bodies in a belt extending from the east to the west section lines .
Subsequent drilling showed the ore to be continuous with the ore bodies of the ndjoining east and west sections .
Mining of uraniLUn ore began in 1958 (Kelley, 196 3)
Wnter was pwnped from each mine. The water was piped into ponds and eventua lly drained into nn unnamed
ephemeral tributary of the Arroyo de! Puerto which drains the area. Reclamation with respect to protection of
surface and ground water is addressed in a separate report.
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Inspection Procedures
Prior rec lamation at the Sandstone and John-B ill Mines was inspected July 13, 1995 . Mr. Ed Morales,
Operations Superintendent and Radiation Safety represented Uni ted Nuclear Corporation and Mr. Joe DeAguero,
Mr. Robert Young and Ms . Tacy Harling represented the New Mexico Mi ning and Minerals Di vision.
Inspections of the mine sites consisted of a review of information submitted by the mine operator, subsequent
discussion with the operator pertaining to mining and reclamation at each site, inspection of the condition of the
reclaimed mine sites, line-intercept sampling fo r estimates of vegetati ve cover, compilation of plant species lists,
measurement of reclaimed soil dep ths, and photo-documentation.
Each of the mine sites were visually inspected for erosion features and hydrologic stability. During a walkover
of each site, ail slopes, and areas of water concentration (ponds, diversions and areas where disturbed areas enter
undisturbed lands) were vis ually inspected for stab ili ty . Topsoil placement and distribution also was evaluated
at each si te. Sampling fo r topsoil depth consis ted of randomly digging a series of ho les to identify the depth of
topsoil and the presence or absence of potentially toxic was terock nt rooting depth. Grading of all wasterock
piles and borrow areas was visually inspected. Placement and closure of portals and vent shafts were verified
in the fie ld.

Results and Discussion
A barbed wire fence surrounded the disturbed areas. There were no piles or accumulations of toxic or waste
material on either area. There were no erosion features .
The mine shafts had been each been backfilled with nontoxic mine waste material and capped with concrete slabs
approximately 20 foot square and 4 feet thick. The concrete caps were not covered with soil. Concrete slabs
from several removed buildings were left uncovered (See Photographs in Appendix A).
The soil depth within the site was over two feet deep.
The area had been reseeded last fall, but vegetation was very sparse. Crested wheatgrass, asters and some weedy
annuals were the only plant species identified. Vegetation cover appeared insufficien. Consequently,
measurements of cover were not taken. There had been very little precipitation since last fall and surrounding
vegetation showed signs of drought stress. Also, because of the relatively recent seeding , reseeded areas have
probably not had enough time to germinate sufficiently. Photos documenting vegeta tion and general condition
of the site are in Appendix A.
Pipe, steel scrap and miscellaneous mining and demolition related materials were left on the Sandstone Mine site
according to a prior agreement with the lessee (Morales, 1995). Additional buildings and pipe had been brought
onto the site by the lessee (Morales, 1995). The materials were not piled neatly but were strewn around (See
Appendix A).

Co nclusions and Recommendations
The Mining and Minerals Division commends United Nuclear Corporation for their efforts to comply with the
New Mexico Mining Act. However, further reclamation measures are required at United Nuclear's Sandstone
and John-Bill Mines to satisfy the requirements of the New Mexico Mining Act including:
1.

Concrete slabs, including the shaft pads, must be covered by a minimum of two feet of top soil
or suitab le material and reseeded with a mixture of native species appropriate for the area.
MMD staff will be happy to advise United Nuclear regarding an appropriate seed mixture.

2.

Materials to be left on site must be removed or stacked neatly on site.

3.

Buildings left on site might need to be removed. A letter from the lessee must be submitted to
MMD requesting that the buildings not be dismantled and that she accepts all materials to be
left on site.

It is recommended, therefore, that the Sandstone and John-Bill Mines prior reclamation site, operated by the
United Nuclear Corporation, not be released from further requirements of the New Mexico Mining Act.

References
Kelly, Vincent C. 1963 , Geology and Technology of the Grants Uranium Region, Memoir 15, New Mexico
Bureau of Mines and Minerals Resources, Socorro, New Mexico.
Morales, E. M. (Ed) 1995, Operations Superintendent and Radiation Safety Officer, United Nuclear
Corporation, Personal Communication.
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Prior Reclamation Study - Protection of Water Resources
Homestake Mining Co., United Nuclear Corp.
and Kerr-McGee Corp.

Submitted in Partial Fulfillment of New Mexico Mining Act
Section 69-36-7 U, Prior Reclamation
Protection of Water Resources

New Mexico Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department
Mining and Minerals Division
Mining Act Reclamation Bureau

Introduction
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is to determine if further measures are required to protect water resources
from degradation following mining operations at Homestake Mining Company and United Nuclear
Corporation Mines prior reclamation sites near Ambrosia Lake, New Mexico and Kerr-McGee
Corporation sites near Church Rock, New Mexico. The sites are tabulated in Table I. These
companies are applying for release from further obligations pursuant to Section 69-36-7 of the New
Mexico Mining Act and Section 5.10 of the New Mexico Mining Act Rules.
According to Section 69-36-7 U of the New Mexico Mining Act and Section 5.10 of the New
Mexico Mining Act Rules an operator may apply for release from further requirements of the Act if
the director of the State ofNew Mexico Mining and Minerals Division determines that reclamation
measures satisfy requirements of the Act and substantive requirements for reclamation pursuant to
applicable regulatory standards. "Reclamation" is defined by the Act as "the employment during and
after a mining operation of measures designed to mitigate disturbance of effected areas and permit
areas and to the extent practicable, provide for the stabilization of a permit area following closure that
will minimize future impacts to the environment from the mining operation and protect air and water
resources."

Surface Water Resources
There are no perennial or intermittent streams in the area of Ambrosia Lake. All surface runoff drains
to ephemeral water courses and eventually into the San Mateo Drainage (Homestake, 1994). While
uranium mines were operating in the area the San Mateo Creek, a tributary of the Rio San Jose,
gained flow as a response of mine discharge. This water seldom reached the Rio San Jose because
of seepage into the alluvium. The San Mateo Creek is now directly recharged from ground water
(Brod, 1979). Before uranium mining the Pureco River was also an ephemeral stream. During
mining operations the Puerco River flowed at rates as high as 10 cu ft/sec . The Puerco River is now
perennial principally because of municipal effluent discharge (Stone et al. , 1983 ). Water from mine
dewatering operations contained elevated levels of radiochemicals and toxic metals. However, there
are no lasting impacts on surface water resources because of mine water discharge (Kaufmann et
al., 1976). The shallow alluvium in the Ambrosia Lake Area is separated from underlying sandstone
units by the impermeable Mancos Shale (Stone, 1983).
Protection of surface water resources with respect to erosion and sediment was accomplished by
regrading the area to a stable configuration and reestablishment of permanent vegetation. Post mining
topography and vegetation were inspected by Mining and Minerals Division personnel July 13-14,
1995 and will be addressed in a separate report. There were no waste piles of radioactive material
left on the surface with the potential to contaminate surface water.

Table I
Prior Reclamation Study Site
Operator

Site

Wet Mine

Homestake Mining Company

Section 13 Mine

Dry

II

Section 15 Mine

Wet

II

Section 23 Mine

Wet

II

Section 25 Mine

Wet
(Solution Mined)

II

Section 32 Mine

Wet

United Nuclear Corporation

Anna Lee Mine

Mostly Dry

II

John Bill Mine

Wet

II

Sandstone Mine
(Section 34 Mine)

Wet

Kerr-McGee

Church Rock 1 Mine

Wet

II

Church Rock lEast Mine

Wet

II

Church Rock 2 Mine

Wet

Groundwater Resources
Regional Aquifer's
Figure 1 (Stone et al. , 1983) shows the geologic section in the Raton Basin. The City of Gallup
derives most of its drinking water from the Gallup Sandstone. The San Andres Limestone and
Glorieta Sandstone combine to form a significant aquifer along the southern margin of the San Juan
Basin between Grants and Gallup. The Cities of Grants and Milan obtain water from this Aquifer.
The Village of San Mateo relies primarily on the Point Lookout Sandstone for it's drinking water
supply. The Morrison Formation, in which uranium mining took place, is the source of the public
water supply for the Village of Crownpoint (Stone et al., 1983).

Regional Groundwater Flow
The geology of the San Juan Basin is characterized by alternating strata of high and low hydraulic
conductivities and, therefore, the major component of ground water flow in the San Juan Basin is
through the higher conductivity units. The amount of vertical movement between aquifers is difficult
to determine using available data. However, differences between vertically adjacent aquifers suggest
that leakage rates through intervening shale beds are very low in most areas (Stone et al., 1983). The
geologic section in Figure 1 shows the probable direction of flow through confining beds. Note that
the flow direction of leakage from the Morrison Formation is downward.
Generally, ground water flow within aquifers is from topraphically high outcrop areas toward lower
outcrop areas. Much of the recharge to aquifers in the basin occurs on the flanks of the Zuni, Chuska
and Cebolleta Mountains. Also contributing to the regional flo~. systems is recharge from high areas
along the northern and northeastern basin margins, including the San Juan Mountains in Colorado.
The San Juan valley in the northwest part of the basin and tributaries of the Rio Grande such as the
Rio Salado, Rio Puerco and Rio San Jose in the southeast parts of the basin are the main discharge
areas for the basin. Less important in terms of volume of outflow is the Puerco River near Gallup.
Ephemeral stream channels filled with alluvium are the principal sources of groundwater recharge at
higher elevations and the principal locations of discharge at lower elevations. The alluvial cover
usually conceals evidence of discharge. Occasionally, white salt or alkali deposits associated with
small-yield springs reveal groundwater discharge. Most discharge to alluvial channels is lost by
evapotranspiration. However, some also moves as subsurface flow (Stone et al., 1983).
The stratigraphic units of the prior reclamation sites in the vicinity of Ambrosia Lake are shown in
Figure 2 (Kelly, 1963). This figure shows the Cretaceous system of the Mancos Shale and Dakota
Sandstone overlying the Jurassic System of the Morrison Formation. Uranium ore was found in the
"A" through "D" units of the Westwater Canyon member of the Morrison Formation (Homestake,
1994). Figure 2 shows that the Gallup Sandstone and Point lookout Sandstone Aquifers do not exist
in the area of the Homestake and United Nuclear sites (except the northeast comer of United
Nuclear's Section 28) and that the Mancos Shale Aquitard isolates the Morrison formation from
overlying formations down dip .
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Figure 3 (Stone et al., 1983) shows the potentiometric surface for the Westwater Canyon member
of the Morrison Formation. The Morrison Formation is the formation in which mining for uranium
took place. This figure shows that the Westwater is recharged from the Nacimento Mountains to the
northeast and the Zuni Mountains to the southwest. Figure 4 (Stone et al., 1983) depicts
transmissitivity within the Morrison Formation. From Figures 3 and 4 it is intuitive that groundwater
within the Morrison Formation in the area of Ambrosia Lake flows primarily to the Rio Puerco
discharge area in the southeast, away from Crownpoint. Groundwater within the Morrison Formation
in the Church Rock Area flows north, away from Crownpoint, where it discharges into the San Juan
River.
Figure 5 (Stone et al., 1983) delineates elevations of the top of the overlying Dakota Sandstone.
Figures 3 and Figure 5, show that the potentiometric surface in the Ambrosia Lake and Church Rock
areas is well below the top of the Dakota Sandstone. Potentially contaminated water from the
Morrison Formation, therefore, lacks potential to migrate to aquifers above. Also, according to Bill
Ganus (1995) water levels within the Morrison Formation appeared to be stabilizing at an elevation
of approximately 6600 feet (below the top of the Dakota Sandstone) after the cessation of mining
operations in the Church Rock Area. In addition, if one considers the thickness and impermeability
of the Mancos Shale that overlies both the Morrison Formation and the Dakota Sandstone it becomes
oblivious that water within the Morrison Formation is confined to the Morrison Formation.

Mining Impacts on Ground Water Quality
Regional impacts of uranium mining on groundwater were associated with mine discharge, tailings
pond effluent, solution mining and collapse of underground workings. Water quality was altered near
mining operations because oxidation at the mine face makes some radionuclides soluble. As water
levels in the mines return to their original levels it is expected that oxidation of uranium will cease and
that water quality will return to pre-mining levels. The mines in which mining occurred in zones of
saturated ground are indicated in Table I. All prior reclamation site vertical shafts were backfilled
and capped with concrete to prevent contamination of groundwater by surface drainage. The Gallup
Sandstone was sealed from the shaft at the Kerr-McGee sites near Church Rock (Ganus, 1995).
Mine discharge from mine dewatering operations was sometimes injected underground as well as
discharged in surface drainages. Water pumped from mines often contained elevated levels of
radiochemicals and toxic metals (Kaufmann et al., 1976). Although some water pumped from the
mines was used for milling, much of the water was injected underground, used for other purposes,
or discharged into arroyos. The quality of mine water discharged underground has been monitored
by the U .S. Environmental Agency and the New Mexico Environment Department for impacts to
groundwater resources since 1977. However, natural groundwater flowing into mine workings and
which reenters the ground by gravity flow is exempt from WQCC discharge plan requirements.
Water discharged with mill tailings contained high levels of radioactive and other chemicals added
or mobilized during the extraction process. The quality of discharged process water was monitored
by the U .S. Environmental Protection Agency and the New Mexico Environment Department for
adherence to National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System and the New Mexico Water Quality
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Control Commission discharge regulations after 1977. Water used in the milling process and
discharged with the mill tailings either evaporated or infiltrated to recharge shallow aquifers.
Kaufman et al. (1976) said that about 30% of the tailings water in the Ambrosia Lake area infiltrated
causing high levels of selenium in shallow groundwater near the tailings piles. Groundwater
contamination associated with tailings dams is regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
is, therefore, beyond the scope ofthis study.
Collapse of underground workings has probably caused some deterioration of water quality in the
Morrison Formation near Ambrosia Lake by providing a connection to the overlying Dakota
Sandstone. In the Ambrosia Lake Area the Dakota Sandstone contains higher concentrations of
dissolved solids than the Morrison (Cooper and John, 1968). There nothing mine operators can do
to prevent further collapse of underground workings. However, sandstone has an especially high
swell factor of 66 percent (Caterpillar, 1991). Consequently, it is unlikely that subsurface subsidence
will extend to aquifers above the Dakota Sandstone.
At the Homestake Section 23 Mine uranium was extracted by in situ leaching. Although this method
eliminated many water resource impacts associated with conventional mining, it caused some new
ones, such as control of the leaching fluid and cleanup of the Morrison Aquifer after leaching ceased.
Impacts on groundwater by solution mining are regulated via groundwater discharge plans by the
New Mexico Environment Department.
Continental Oil Company personnel, after conducting a literature search on the mobility of radium
in groundwater systems, concluded that dispersion, ion exchange, and radioactive decay prevents
extensive migration of excessive radium concentrations that might persist in the immediate area of
a mine (Jensen W.M ., 1978). These geochemical processes, by which uranium minerals were
deposited in the first place, probably limit migration of uranium as well as other toxic substances.

Mining Impacts to Ground Water Quantity
During mining operations a large quantity of freshwater was pumped to keep the mines dewatered.
Much of the water needed for uranium mining and milling was provided by mine water discharge.
In addition water for milling was produced from wells completed in the Glorieta Sandstone - San
Andres Limestone near Grants and wells tapping the Morrison Formation north of Laguna
Dewatering caused large declines in water levels in the Morrison Formation (Lyford et al., 1980).
Pumpage of water for uranium exploration drilling also caused water-level declines in the Gallup
Sandstone. It is expected, however, that water levels will return to premining levels with the
cessation of mining operations.

Summary and Conclusions
Protection of surface water resources with respect to erosion and sediment was accomplished by
regrading the area to a stable configuration and reestablishment of permanent vegetation. Post mining
topography and vegetation were inspected by Mining and Minerals Division personnel July 13-14,
1995 and will be addressed in a separate report. There are no waste piles of radioactive material left
on the surface with the potential to contaminate surface water.
Uranium mining took place within the Morrison Formation and the Morrison Formation is the source
of the public water supply for the Village of Crownpoint. However, water within the Morrison
potentially contaminated by mining operations would most likely be confined to the Morrison
Formation. The flow of groundwater within the Morrison Formation in the area of Ambrosia Lake
is to the southeast and in the area of Church Rock to the north, away from the community of
Crown point.
The quality of water discharged into surface arroyos has been regulated by the U .S. Environmental
Protection Agency and the New Mexico Environment Department for adherence to National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System and the New Mexico Water Quality Control Commission
discharge regulations after 1977. The quality of water discharged underground has been regulated
since 1977 by the New Mexico Environment Department according to respective groundwater
discharge plans. Mine dewatering has caused large declines in water levels in the Morrison Formation
and the Gallup Sandstone. It is expected, however, that water levels will return to premining levels
with the cessation of mining operations.
It is expected that oxidation of uranium minerals will cease and water will return to premining quality
as groundwater recovers to premining levels. Geochemical processes such as dispersion, ion
exchange, and radioactive decay may prevent extensive migration of excessive radium concentrations
that might persist and limit migration of other toxic substances.

No further reclamation measures, that fall within the regulatory authority of the New Mexico Mining
Act, are required to protect water resources from degradation following uranium mining at
Homestake Mining Company and United Nuclear Corporation Mines prior reclamation sites near
Ambrosia Lake, New Mexico and Kerr-McGee Corporation sites near Church Rock, New Mexico.
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Un l TE~ nUCLEAR CORPDr ATIOn
1720 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 400

Albuquerq ue, New Mexico 8711 0
Telephon e 505/262-1800
Fax 505/262-1809

JUN 2 6
June 21, 1995
UNC/ABQ-95-114M

Kathleen Garland
Director, Mining and Minerals Division
Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department
2040 South Pacheco
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
Re:

Prior Reclamation Inspection Request
Fee Payment

Dear Ms. Garland:
Enclosed is a check in the amount of seven hundred fifty dollars ($750.00) for payment of fees
for requests for inspection of certain mine sites that are subject to the prior reclamation
provisions of the Mining Act. United Nuclear submitted a request for such an inspection on
August 26, 1994, copy attached, but was awaiting payment of the fee until a determination was
made as to the amount that would be assessed, given that the mines are in such close proximity
to each other. We have not received such a determination to date and recently noted that your
presentation to the Mining Commission on June 16 did not include these mines in the
information package.
We are submitting this payment to ensure that your inspection schedule includes visiting these
sites . Should you require additional information please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely ,
("

Juan R. Velasquez
cc :

Dal Moelenberg
Ed Morales

(
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UNC MINING AND MILLING
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UNC MINING AND MILLING
PLEASE DETACH BEFORE DEPOSITING. BY ENDORSEMENT THE CHECK IS ACCEPTED IN FULL PA YMENT OF THE FOLLOWING:

ENDING
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DATE
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O.T.
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PERIOD
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REGULAR

INVOICE
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6-20-95
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STATE
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DEDUCTIO NS

NET
PAY
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AMOUNT PAID

$750.00

State of New Mexico

ENERGY,

ERALS and NATURAL RESOURCES

ARTMENT

Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505

ANITA LOCKWOOD

BRUCE KING

CABINET SECRETARY

GOVERNOR

November 15, 1994
Mr. Juan Valasquez
United Nuclear Corporation
6501 America's Parkway N.E., Suite 1040
Albuquerque, NM 87110
Re:

Status of United Nuclear Sites Discussed in October 19, 1994
letter

Dear Mr. Velasquez:
Thank you for your letter of October 19, 1994. I will try to address
the issues raised in the same order as in your letter .
Inactive, Abandoned Sites
We do not believe your analysis is correct in stating that mines that
were inactive prior to the enactment of the law, but within the time
frame to be classified as an existing mine, are excluded from the
Mining Act. If that analysis were correct then there would have been
no need to include the section on prior reclamation.
Mac #1 and Section 31 Mines
As you indicated in your letter and a letter sent to us from Homestake
Mining Company, dated October 24, 1994, the Mac 1 site is exempt from
the Act. Apparently, is does not meet the definition of an "existing
mining operation", because it did not produce a marketable product,
for a period of two years within the given time frame. As you
indicated in your letter, the Section 31 mine is covered by Santa Fe
Pacific Gold with a r e quest for prior reclamation. MMD will be
evaluating this reques t to ensure that it covers the entire mining
disturbance.
Anne Lee, John Bill and Sandstone Mines
Because United Nuclear, Inc. has addressed the Anne Lee, John Bill and
the Sandstone mines under prior reclamation requests, these sites
will be evaluated for prior reclamation. Since you have submitted a
prior reclamation request, we will evaluate it on that basis and not,
at this time, address your question concerning an exemption from the
Act, based on the fact that a federal agency (DOE) is currently
involved in reclamation of the site.
VILU.GRA BUILDING· 408 Gall1teo

2040 South Pachaco

U.ND OFFICE BUILDING - 310 Old Santa Fo Trail

Forestry and Resources Conservation Division
P.O. Box 1948 87504-1948
827-5830

Office of the Secretary
827-5950

Oil Conservation Division
P.O. Box 2088 87504-2088
827-5800

Pork and Recreation Division

Administrative Services
827-5925

P.O. Box 1147 87504-1147
827-7465

Energy Conservation & Management
827-5900
Mining and Minerals
827-5970

United Nuclear Corp.
November 15, 1994
page 2

Old Church Rock Mine
HRI submitted a prior reclamation request for this site. MMD will be
evaluating their request to ensure that it covers the entire mining
disturbance.
Northeast Church Rock, Section 27, and St. Anthony
Before making any determination on the Northeast Church Rock site, we
would like to know if Section 35 and Section 3, of the site, have been
reclaimed along with Section 34. You mentioned that the surface is
owned by the United States in trust for the Navajo Nation and that the
mineral estate is owned by Santa Fe Pacific Gold Corporation. Since,
the mineral estate is not controlled by the Navajos, it may be
necessary for UNC to address this site via permitting and reclamation.
As I mentioned above we do not believe your analysis is correct in
designating mine sites abandoned, that became inactive and are no
longer intended to be used, during the time frame designated by the
definition of an "existing mining operation." Therefore, the Section
27 Mine and the Anthony Mine must now be permitted. Prior reclamation
would not be an option, at this time.
Because it is ou~~nterpretation that the Northeast Church Rock Mine,
Section 27, and the Anthony Mines, fall under the requirements
specified in the New Mexico Mining Act, you will be required to permit
all three. The permit deadline is December 31, 1994.
Please contact me directly or Holland Shepherd of my staff, if you
have further questions.

~~

~iTTng Director
Mining and Minerals Division
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Albuquerque , New Mex ico 87110
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October 19, 1994

Mr. John Lingo
Acting Director
Mining and Minerals Division
New Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department
2040 South Pacheco Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
RE: Reply to August 25, & Various August 31, 1994 Letters
Dear Mr. Lingo:
This letter is in reply to your August 25, 1994 letter regarding United Nuclear Corporation's
(United Nuclear) position concerning the extent of it's obligations, if any , under the New Mexico
Mining Act with respect to several mines. This also responds to the several letters dated August
31 , 1994 regarding your notification that certain mining operations may require a site assessment.
We appreciated the opportunity to meet with your staff, Messrs. Shepherd, Jager , and Martinez,
on September 16, 1994 to discuss these issues and clarify the circumstances, locations, and
history of several of the mines. The following summarizes United Nuclear's position with
respect to the mining Act.
United Nuclear made a decision in 1984, several years before ·the Act was passed, to discontinue
it's mining operations, and has been and remains in the process of liquidating the remaining
assets of it's former mining operations . As such, United Nuclear believes that all of the mine
properties it operated are "abandoned" mines as contemplated by the Mining Act. United
Nuclear currently holds no ownership or leasehold interest in these mines , and does not currently
operate any of the mines.
United Nuclear believes that it has no obligation to comply with the permitting and other
regulatorv. requirements
of the New Mexico Act for these mines . The New Mexico Minin2: Act
was never intended to cover the reclamation of abandoned mines, except to the extent that
Section 19 of the Act creates the "inactive or abandoned non-coal mine reclamation fund" which
was established "to conduct reclamation activities on abandoned or inactive non-coal mining
areas . " § 69-36-19 NMSA. Although it is apparent that an "existing mining operation" is
defined in a manner that could include an inactive mining operation, there is no provision in the
Act which establishes that a person who has no current ownership interest and is not currently
an operator of an inactive mine is required by law to undertake the obligations of the Act. The
Act refers to "the owner or operator" in the present tense , and makes no reference to any liability
for former owners or operators. Absent any clear statutory provision stating that the Mining Act
applies retroactively to cover an owner or operator of an abandoned mine, New Mexico case law
is clear that the law will not be construed to apply retroactively. Psomas v Psomas, 661 P. 2d
884, 887 (N.M. 1987). Federal laws containing similar language imposing regulatory liability
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upon owners and operators have been construed to apply only to current, and not former , owners
and operators . See Coburn v. Sun Chemical Corporation, 28 E.R.C . 1668 (E.D. Pa . 1988)
(regulatory requirements of the federal hazardous waste management regulations apply only to
current owners and operators, and past operators are not liable for current regulatory violations) .
The definition of "existing mining operations" serves an important purpose other than arguably
subjecting inactive mines to reclamation requirements under the Mining Act. It establishes a
cutoff regarding how recently an inactive mine must have been operated and in production to
qualify as an "existing mining operation," rather than a "new mining operation", if mining begins
again. An inactive mine that does not meet the definition of "existing mining operation" does
not qualify for the "grandfathered" authorization to operate before a permit is issued, and unless
it was in operation when the Act was passed, would have to obtain a permit as a "new mining
operation" before mining could be renewed. Therefore, this definition alone does not establish
that persons who are not current "owners or operators" of inactive mining operations are subject
to the regulatory requirements of the Mining Act and the rules .
In addition to the arguments presented above, parts or all of United Nuclear' s former uranium
mines may be exempt from the Mining Act and the rules pursuant to the definitions of "mineral"
and "mining" in the Act. While this letter focuses on certain arguments and provisions of the
Act, United Nuclear does not intend to waive any other legal arguments it may have with respect
to the New Mexico Mining Act's application to United Nuclear with respect to these mines .
For example, we understand that MMD is still considering its position with respect to the
application of the Act upon Indian lands.
Our position notwithstanding, the following is a discussion of each of the mines for which MMD
had requested information.
Mac #1 and Section 31 Mines
At the September 16 meeting, we discussed with your staff the August 31, 1994 notices received
for the Mac#l Mine and the Section 31 Mine (Section 31, Tl3N R9W) . The Mac#l Mine, to
the best of United Nuclear's knowledge, is not an existing mining operation because it did not
have at least two years of production after 1970. Furthermore, we understand that Homestake
Mining Company, the successor to the UNHP Partnership, and to which Homestake is the
successor in interest, has provided correspondence to MMD addressing this mine .
Regarding the Section 31 Mine, our information indicates that it was not operated by United
Nuclear after 1970. Even so, at the meeting, MMD staff clarified that this mine is covered
under an application submitted by Santa Fe Pacific Gold Corporation for inspection of the mine
to evaluate prior reclamation.
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Anne Lee, John Bill and Sandstone Mines
As acknowledged during the meeting , United Nuclear has submitted applications dated August
26, 1994 for inspection of "prior reclamation" for three mines in the Ambrosia Lake District,
the Anne Lee Mine (Section 28, T14N, R9W), John Bill Mine (Section 34, Tl4N, R9W), and
Sandstone Mine (Section 34, Tl4N, R9W). These applications were submitted inasmuch as
United Nuclear is the owner of the surface of these properties and the Mining Act is vague as
to responsibility for such properties.
As discussed in the August 26 application and during the meeting, the Anne Lee Mine is located
in the area determined to be a "Vicinity Property" by the U.S . Department of Energy (DOE).
DOE is in the process of cleaning up and reclaiming this property, pursuant to Title I of the
Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act ("UMTRCA") as part of the cleanup , stabilization,
and reclamation program being undertaken by the DOE for the Ambrosia Lake uranium mill and
tailings facility . While our application requests a prior reclamation inspection for the Anne Lee
Mine, United Nuclear asserts that this property should be determined to be subject to the
exemption in the Act for facilities subject to regulation by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
This exemption would clearly apply to facilities subject to NRC regulation under UMTRCA, the
only difference being the agency that is administering the cleanup.
Old Church Rock Mine
As acknowledged during the meeting, United Nuclear understands that the current operator,
Hydro Resources, Inc. (HRI), has submitted a site assessment and prior reclamation application
for the Old Church Rock Mine. This mine property is currently held by HRI, pursuant to a lease
with Santa Fe Pacific Gold Corp . United Nuclear's only remaining interest in this property is a .
contractual royalty interest in any future production by HRI. United Nuclear understands that
HRI is responsible to fulfill any and all obligations under the New Mexico Mining Act with
respect to the Old Church Rock Mine.
Northeast Church Rock, Section 27, and St. Anthony Mines
United Nuclear leased the mineral estate for the Northeast Church Rock Mine (Section 35,
Tl7N, R16W and Section 3, T16W, R16W) from what is now Santa Fe Pacific Gold
Corporation, the current owner of the mineral estate. The surface of Sections 35 and 3 is owned
by the United States in trust for the Navajo Tribe. United Nuclear owns a portion of the surface
of Section 34, T17N, R16W, by virtue of patented claims. Section 34 contains a small portion
of the total NECR mine workings . All of the surface disturbance on Section 34 has been
reclaimed.
United Nuclear's lease, expired as of December 31, 1993. As discussed at the September 16
meeting , United Nuclear and Santa Fe Pacific Gold Corporation have not yet resolved all issues
regarding United Nuclear' s remaining obligations, if any, under the lease.
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United Nuclear leased the mineral estate for the Section 27 Mine (Section 27, T14N, R9W) from
what is now Hecla Mining Company, which, to the best of our knowledge, is the current owner
of the mineral estate. To the best of our knowledge, the Marquez family owns the surface.
United Nuclear's mineral lease for this property was released in March 1988, and United Nuclear
has had no interest in this mine since then.
United Nuclear leased the mineral estate for the St. Anthony Mine (portions of Sections 19, 20,
29 and 30, TllN, R4W and Sections 23, 24, 25 and 26, TllN, R5W) from the Cebolletta Land
Grant, which was and is the owner of both the surface and mineral estates. United Nuclear
released this lease in November 1988, and United Nuclear has had no interest in this mine since
then.
Once again, thank you for the opportunity to meet with your staff and to clarify United Nuclear's
position on these matters. If you have any additional questions or comments regarding this letter
or United Nuclear' s position, please feel free to contact us.

Sincerely,

Juan R. Velasquez

September 28, 1994

To:

Mining Act Reclamation Bureau File on United Nuclear
Corporation

From:

Holland Shepherd, Bureau Chief, Mining Act Rec lamation
Bureau
+\W?

Re:

Meeting with UNC Concerning Status of Mining Properties
in New Mexico

Date of Meeting:
Time of Meeting:
Participants:

Sept. 16, 1994
10:00 - 12:30
Juan Valesquez and Dalva Moellenberg of United
Nuclear Corporation; Holland Shepherd, Alan
Jager and Fernando Martinez, MMD

This memo addresses a meeting the Bureau had with representatives
of the United Nuclear Corporation. The meeting was held to discuss
the status of several sites currently operated or once operated by
UNC.
Sites Resolved During Meeting

1.

The Mac #1 Mine was a Homestake/UNC venture which lasted about
two years. Homestake bought all interest in the property in
the late 70's. This site apparently does not meet the
definition of mining so will not be permitted. Homestake is
to send the letter indicating exclusion.

2.

The Section 31 T13N, R9W Mine, according to UNC is not subject
to the Act. However, Santa Fe Pacific has claimed under prior
reclamation. This will exclude UNC from further obligations
for the site, if the site is released under prior reclamation.

3.

The Old Church Rock Mine is in Section 17. This site includes
the Church Rock 1 and lE all now under the responsibility of
Kerr McGee.
The site is on Indian Lands, not Indian Trust
Lands.
Kerr McGee has claimed these sites under prior
reclamation, the Church Rock 1, lE and 2.

I

The NE Church Rock Mine is the same as the Section 35 Mine,
and is the responsibility of UNC.
Another Old Church Rock was once owned by UNC, but now belongs
to HRI, Sec. 17, T16N, R16W, which is claiming it as a prior
reclamation site.
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4.

The John Bill and the Sandstone Mine sites have been reclaimed
and the operator is claiming these for prior reclamation

5.

The Ann Lee Mine is currently being reclaimed by the DOE,
under the authority of Title 1 and UMTCRA.
There may be a
problem here because the Act exempts sites under the control
of NRC. The state may have to permit a DOE site.

Sites Remaining Unresolved

Three sites remain unresolved:
1. the Section 27 Mine;
Anthony Mine; and the NE Church Rock Mine.

the St.

1.

The Section 27 Mine was operated until 1982, then abandoned in
1988.
UNC has indicated that the property is now the
responsibility of the Marquez family.

2.

The St. Anthony Mine was abandoned back to the land owner in
1988.

3.

The NE Church Rock Mine or Section 35 Mine, was abandoned
1993.
UNC is saying that Santa Fe Pacific Gold is now
responsible for the site.

The overall argument that UNC is using, to disclaim responsibility,
is that all three of these sites were abandoned before the Act went
into effect.
They argue that the Act was never meant to be
retroactive, by forcing mine operators to reclaim abandoned sites,
which fall under the existing mining operation definition.
UNC
argues that the definition of an "existing mine operation," should
really be interpreted to mean only those operations, which intend
to continue mining or in a standby state after the Act.
For
operations, which were abandoned prior to the Act, to make an
operator reclaim these sites would be an undue burden, and was
never the intent of the legislature.
We indicated that, if they wanted to push the issue,
probably have to go before the Mining Commission.

it would
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August 26, 1994
UNC-ABQ-94-069M
Mr. John Lingo , Acting Director
Mining and Minerals Division
New Mexico Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department
2040 South Pacheco Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
Re:

Request For Inspection of Certain Reclaimed Existing Mining Operations

Dear Mr. Lingo :
United Nuclear Corporation hereby submits , pursuant to Section 5.E. of the New Mexico
Mining Act and 5.10 of the recently promulgated Mining Act Rules , a request fat inspection of
the following reclaimed existing mining operations ;
1.

Anne Lee Mine

\iYi,

1RPi

2.

John Bill Mine

ft,tl

t 7P\

3.

Sandstone Mine

ti~ 1, f Pl

All of these mines are located in the Ambrosia Lake District of the Grants Uranium Belt in
McKinley County, New Mexico . The Anne Lee Mine is located in Section 28 , T14N , R9W.
The John Bill and Sandstone Mines are located in Section 34 , T 14 N, R9W . Enclosed is a map
depicting their location.
United Nuclear considers that all of these mines have been completely reclaimed in such a
manner as to allow the Director to determine that the substantive requirements of the Mining Act
have been met and that United Nuclear has no further obligations under the Act.
By way of a brief summary, all of the buildings and other improvements have been removed.
All of the mine shafts and vent holes have been permanently sealed with a 4-foot thick
reinforced concrete cap. All of the residual ore and waste material has been removed or buried.
All of the disturbed areas have been covered with at least one foot of soil, seeded to promote
revegetation, and mulched. The seed mixture used is a follows ;
Blue-grama - Hatchita
Crested Wheat grass
Western Wheat grass
Indian Rice grass
Yell ow Sweet Clover
Alkali Sacaton
Sand Dropseed

1.0 lb. Pure Live Seed (PLS) per acre
5.0

ft
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The resulting total application of the seed mixture was 13 .5 lbs PLS per acre . Now that mining
activities have ceased the property will be returned to its post mining land use, i.e ., grazing.
We would also like to note that the Anne Lee Mine location has been determined by the U.S .
Department of Energy (DOE) to be a "Vicinity Property" which is in the process of being
cleaned up and reclaimed pursuant to the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act
(UMTRCA) as part of the cleanup, stabilization, and reclamation program being undertaken for
the Ambrosia Lake uranium mill and tailings facility . This activity is being conducted under
Title I of UMTRCA.
The DOE has a great deal of information as to the manner in which reclamation of the Anne Lee
Mine is being conducted that is available through the Albuquerque DOE UMTRCA office .
While the Mining Act does not specifically exempt DOE cleanup activities, United Nuclear
believes that the site should be determined by the Director as meeting the requirements of the
Act inasmuch as the Act specifically exempts U.S . Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
regulated activities and NRC regulatory authority is embodied in UMTRCA, the same federal
law that mandates the DOE cleanup activities being conducted at the Anne Lee Mine.
United Nuclear requests that MMD conduct its inspection of these sites at its earliest
convenience . Should you have any questions or require additional information please do not
hesitate to contact me . Mr. Edward Morales, is also available by telephone at (505) 722-6651
should you be unable to reach me .
We look forward to receiving determinations for each of these sites that reclamation is in
accordance to the requirements set forth in the Mining Act.
Sincerely ,

~'- \ ~ ~
Juan R. Velasquez
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August 25 , 1994

Mr. Juan R. Velasquez
United Nuclear Corporation
1700 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 230
Albuquerque , NM 87110

Re:

Response to Recision of New Mexico Mining Act Owner/Operator
Information

Dear Mr. Velasquez :
This letter is in response to the United Nuclear Corporation (UNC) correspondence, dated
June 21 and 29, 1994. The letters concerned the owner/operator status of several
uranium properties, in which UNC had been involved . The owner/operator status and
responsibilities, under the New Mexico Mining Act (the Act}, relate directly to the
requirements of Sections 69-36-5 .D and 69-36-3 .E.
T he letters referenced above indicate that UNC believes it does not have a responsibil ity
for reclamation under the Act for the sites listed below:
. . -; ~

.

1.

St. Anthony Mining Operation

2.

Section 27 Mine

3.

Northeast Church Rock Mine

4.

Old Church Rock
Mine
I

5.

Sandstone Mine

vi .
7.

Anne Lee Mine
J ohn Bill Mine

VILLAGRA BUILDING • 408 Galisteo

Forestry and Resou rces Conservatio n Division
P.O. Box 1948 87504-1948

2040 South Pacheco

Office of the Secretary

827-5950

827-5830

Administrative Services

Park and Recreation Division
P.O. Box 1147 87504-1147

Energy Conservation & Management

827-7465

827-5925
827-5900
Mining and Minerals

827 -5970

LAND OFFICE BUILDING - 310 Old Santa Fe Trail

Oil Conservation Division
P.O. Box 2088 87504-2088

827-5800
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Below please find MMD's response to UNC for each site referenced above:
1. St. Anthony Mining Operation

You have indicated that UNC terminated its lease for this site on November 1,
1988. However, Sections 69-36-3.E or 69-36-5.D do not indicate that once an
operator's lease has been terminated that the operator is no longer responsible for
the requirements stated in the Act. The language in the Act clearly indicates that
an operator mining and producing within the specified time frame falls under the
requirements of the Act.
UNC's letter, dated July 16, 1993, indicates that UNC did operate the St. Anthony
Mine for a period of 2 years between January 1, 1970 and the effective date of the
Act. If UNC operated the mine during the time frame stated under the definition of
an Existing Mine, in Section 69 -36-3.E, and produced for the given period, then the
responsibility for reclamation or permitting remains whether or not the lease was
terminated prior to the implementation of the Mining Act Rules.
It is MMD's opinion that the only way for an operator to be removed from the
responsibilities of the requirements stated in the Act, is for MMD to approve in
writing the transfer of responsibility for permiting and reclamation to another
responsible party. If the Cebolleta Grant is willing to take over the full
responsibility for the permitting and reclamation of this site, it may obtain the
required permit.

2.

Section 27 Mine

Please see explanation above, concerning the St. Anthony Mine. Again if Marquez
family or Hecla Mining Co. is willing to take over the responsibility of permitting and
reclaiming this site then either or both, jointly, may permit the site.
3.

Northeast Church Rock Mine

Please see explanation above, concerning the St. Anthony Mine. For those portions
of the site on Navajo trust lands (Sections 3 and 35, T17N, R 16W), MMD will need
more information concerning the surface and mineral ownership. Also, we will need
to know if any reclamation has already been performed in these areas and under
whose authority.
4.

Old Church Rock Mine

Hydro Resources Inc. may have assumed responsibility for this site. HRI has filed a
request for prior reclamation regarding a Church Rock site. The legal description

•
#

•
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they provided for the site is Section 1 7, T 1 6 N, R 1 6W. If this is the same site as
UNC's Old Church Rock Mine, and the reclamation is satisfactory then no permit
will be needed by any party.
5.

Sandstone Mine

Please see explanation above, concerning the St. Anthony Mine.
6.

Anne Lee Mine

Please see explanation above, concerning the St. Anthony Mine.
7.

John Bill Mine

Please see explanation above, concerning the St. Anthony Mine.

Currently, MMD has no information from UNC concerning these sites other than the letters
received on July 16, 1993, June 21 and 29, 1994. To come under compliance with the
New Mexico Mining Act, it will be necessary to file a site assessment for these sites,
provide written documentation from other parties which states an assumption of the
responsibilities under the Act , or provide a request for prior reclamation. The deadline for
filing a site assessment {June 30, 1994) has passed, but a site assessment is still needed.
The deadline for filing a request for prior reclamation is August 31, 1994.
-.._:-..:-Please contact us as soon as possible with your response to this letter.

Sincerely,

~~

ohn Lingo
Acting Director
Mining and Minerals Division

JL/hs
UNC.ltr
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1700 Louisiana N.E.
Suite 230

Albuquerque, New Mexi co 871 1 0
Te lephone 505/ 262-1800
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June 29, 1994
UNC/ ABQ-94-056M

Mr. John Lingo , Acting Director
Mining and Minerals Division
Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department
2040 South Pacheco Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
Re:

Updated New Mexico Mining Act Owner/Operator Information

Dear Mr. Lingo:
The purpose of this letter is to update the Mining and Minerals Division regarding the
owner/operator notifications previously submitted by United Nuclear Corporation for the
following mining operations pursuant to Section 69-36-5.D NMSA. United Nuclear is providing
the following updated information and clarification to its original notifications .
a.
b.
C.

ye!.
e.

Northeast Church Rock Mine
.--- \
Old Church Rock Mine
( H re_ j_ )
Sandstone Mine
Anne Lee Mine
John Bill Mine

In addition, United Nuclear is providing under separate cover a recision of an earlier notification
for the St. Anthony and Section 27 Mines.
a.

North East Church Rock Mine

The Mineral lease, under which United Nuclear operated this mine until its shutdown
in April 1982, expired and was terminated as of December 31 , 1993 . Consequently, since
December 31 , 1993 , United Nuclear has had no interest in the Northeast Church Rock Mine
with the exception of the portion of Section 34, Tl 7N, Rl 6W, which contains patented claims
owned by United Nuclear. Although the Northeast Church Rock Mine may fit the definition of
an "existing mine operation" as defined in the Act, the obligations under the act apply to
"owners and operators". During the period before the December 31 , 1993 expiration of the
Lease, the only obligation that had accrued under the Act was the filing of the notification
required under Section 69-36-5 .D All other obligations under the Act occur after expiration of
the Lease and the termination of United Nuclear's ownership and/or operational interest in the
Mine and thereafter is the obligation of the current owners .
United Nuclear is informed that Santa Fe Pacific Gold Corporation is the owner of the mineral
estate in Section 3 and 35, T17N, R16W . The surface estate for this property is held in trust
by the federal government on behalf of the Navajo Indian Tribe. United Nuclear is the owner
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of a portion of Section 34, T 17N, Rl 6W by virtue of ownership of certain patented mining
claims. The U.S. Bureau of Land Management is the owner of the remainder of the surface.
b.

Old Church Rock Mine

United Nuclear' s interest in the mineral lease for property , under which United Nuclear
operated the mine until its shutdown in April, 1982, also expired as of December 31 , 1993.
Hydro Resources , Inc . is now the operator of the Old Church Rock Mine pursuant to an
agreement directly between Hydro Resources , Inc. (HRI) and Santa Fe Pacific Gold
Corporation. United Nuclear is informed that HRI has submitted a notification to MMD
containing the required information relating to HRI, and United Nuclear anticipates that future
actions with respect to this property under the New Mexico Mining Act will undertaken to HRI .
Santa Fe Pacific Gold has also succeeded to ownership of the mineral estate .
c.

Sandstone Mine

To the best of United Nuclear' s knowledge , the surface estate and mineral estate
ownership information for this mine remains the same as previously reported. However,
effective as of March 31, 1988, United Nuclear released the mineral lease under which it
conducted it's activities . United Nuclear's only remaining interest in this mine is its ownership
of the surface. It is our understanding that Hecla Mining Company is the owner of the mineral
estate as they are the successor in interest of Ranchers Exploration, the company from which
United Nuclear originally leased the mineral rights .
d.

Anne Lee Mine

To the best of United Nuclear' s knowledge, the surface estate and mineral estate
ownership information for this mine remains the same as previously reported . However,
effective as of March 31, 1988, United Nuclear released the mineral lease under which it
conducted it's activities . United Nuclear's only remaining interest in this mine is its ownership
of the surface. It is our understanding that Hecla Mining Company is the owner of the mineral
estate as they are the successor in interest of Ranchers Exploration, the company from which
United Nuclear originally leased the minerals.
e.

John Bill Mine

To the best of United Nuclear' s knowledge , the surface estate and mineral estate
ownership information for this mine remains the same as previously reported . However,
effective as of March 31, 1988 , United Nuclear released the mineral lease under which it
conducted it' s activities. United Nuclear's only remaining interest in this mine is its ownership
of the surface. It is our understanding that Hecla Mining Company is the owner of the mineral
estate as they are the successor in interest of Ranchers Exploration, the company from which
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United Nuclear originally leased the mineral rights.
Finally , we have reviewed a table presented by the New Mexico Environment Department at the
recently concluded hearing which purported to by an analysis of the hardrock mine data base
maintained by MMD . We offer the following information and corrections in order to avoid
confusion in the future . The list identifies the "Marquez Mine" as a United Nuclear Operation.
Please be advised that United Nuclear Corporation has had no interest in the mine since before
1970. Similarly , the "Section 17 Tl3N R9W" and "Section 31 Tl3N R9W" mines are listed
as United Nuclear operations but United Nuclear has had no interest in any of these mines since
before 1970.
As stated in our July 16, 1993 letter, United Nuclear continues to believe that the New Mexico
Mining Act may be inapplicable to of all of the above-listed operations . By submitting this
notice, United Nuclear does not assume any liability or agree to a applicability of the Act to any
of these operations or sites, and reserves all of its rights in the premises .

Sincer~"
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~·
Juan R. Velasquez
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Ms. Anita Lockwood , Secretary
Mew Mexico Energy, Mineral and Natural Resources Department
Mining and Mineral Division
2040 South Pacheco Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
Re:

1993 New Mexico Mining Act
Owner/Operator Information Requirements

Dear Ms. Lockwood:
United Nuclear Corporation hereby submits the attached information for the following mining
operations pursuant to Section 5D of the 1993 New Mexico Mining Act;
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Northeast Church Rock Mine
Old Church Rock Mine
Sandstone Mine
Anne Lee Mine
Section 27 Mine
John Bill Mine
St. Anthony Mine

United Nuclear operated each of these mines for a period of at least two years between January
1, 1970 and the effective date of the Act. However, all of the properties except the Northeast
and Old Church Rock mine properties have since been returned to their respective owners.
Additionally, the Northeast and Old Church Rock properties were operated under the terms of
mineral leases. As such, while United Nuclear Corporation currently holds an interest in the
mineral estates in the properties it does not own the mineral estates at which these sites are
located.
As indicated on the attached notice forms, ownership is as follows ;
a. Northeast Church Rock Mine
Mineral owner - Santa Fe Pacific Minerals Corporation
Surface owner - Navajo Tribe/federal government
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b. Old Church Rock Mine
Mineral owner - Santa Fe Pacific Minerals Corporation
Surface owner - Navajo Tribe/federal government
c. Sandstone Mine
Mineral owner - Hecla Mining Company
Surface owner - United Nuclear Corporation
d. Anne Lee Mine
Mineral owner - Hecla Mining Company
Surface owner - United Nuclear Corporation
e. Section 27 Mine
Mineral owner - Hecla Mining Company
Surface owner - Rio Algom Mining Company
f. John Bill Mine
Mineral owner - Hecla Mining Company
Surface owner - United Nuclear Corporation
g. St. Anthony Mine
Mineral owner - Cebolleta Land Grant
Surface owner - Cebolleta Land Grant
Please be further advised that United Nuclear Corporation believes that the New Mexico Mining
Act may be inapplicable to some or all of the above listed operations the company has conducted
in the State of New Mexico. By submitting this notice, the Company does not assume any
liability or agree to the applicability of the Act to any of its present or former operations or
sites, and reserves all of its rights in the premises.
Sincerely,

~---~~~

Juan R. Velasquez
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